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HEATHFIELD TERRACE
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RIVER TEST
FISHING ON THE WORLD FAMOUS

BROADLANDS ESTATE

Trout, Salmon & Sea-Trout in
The beautiful Test Valley

Day, Season Rods & Corporate parties available

We are presently taking season year
rod bookings for the 2012 season

Further details contact:

Neil Freeman
Tel: 01794 518076 or 07785 281349
Email: neil@broadlandsfishing.com

Chalk Stream Fishing Ltd,
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RODS REELS & ACCESSORIES

1
A Hardy St John 3 7/8” light
salmon/trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
brass foot, three screw drum latch and
rim, mounted tension adjuster with Mk.II
check mechanism, rear plate stamped
make and model details, light wear to lead
finish only, 1930’s

£140-180

2
A Malloch black japanned salmon fly
box, cream painted interior with swing leaf
and fitted nickel silver spring clips, lid with
applied nickel silver trade plaque, a Hardy
black japanned dry fly box and  four various
other trout fly boxes with a collection of
miscellaneous flies (6)
£100-150

3
An English wicker trout fisher’s creel,
sloping hinged lid with rectangular fish hole,
canvas strap and a quantity of various
other items including an Ogden Smith
brass extending salmon gaff with treen
handle,  an Eaton & Deller 3 3/8” alloy trout
fly reel, a boxed Pflueger Akron casting
reel, a Hockley Minnow  Box, various
devon minnows ands baits and various
other items (Q)
£100-150

4
A Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1935, a Hardy 3 piece (2
tips) greenheart salmon fly rod, 12’, green
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joints, two Apollo steel trout
fly rods, in bags and a long handled
salmon gaff (5)
£100-150

5
A scarce 19th Century 2 ¼” brass spike
fitting winch, turned bone handle on
curved crank winding arm, triple cage
pillars, block foot with square tapered spike
rod fitting and butterfly locking nut, circa
1850 (see illustration)
£250-350

6
A scarce 19th Century brass clamp
fitting winch, turned baluster bone handle
on curved crank winding arm with domed
spindle locking nut, triple cage pillars,
riveted block foot with clamp fitting, pierced
to take a leather pad and with lyre tail
locking nut, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£200-300

7
A 19th Century brass multiplying winch,
turned ivory handle on off-set curved crank
winding arm with domed iron locking screw,
fixed check mechanism, triple pillared cage
and riveted block foot, 2” diam., circa 1850
£120-180
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8
A Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, one small hairline crack to
upper pillar and light wear to enamel finish
only, 1950’s
£160-240

9
A fine Pezon et Michel “Ritz Super Parabolic
PPP Power Plus Type Creusevaut” 2 piece
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 8’3”, #6/7,
green/scarlet tipped wraps, bronze
anodised sliding reel fitting, staggered
ferrule, as new condition, in bag and
original brass capped alloy tube
£280-360

10
A good Walter Bruner “Type
Gebetsroither Super” 2 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 6’6”. #5, black silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, staggered
ferrule, suction joint, 1972, light signs of
use only, in bag
£350-550

11
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 13’, #9,
crimson whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting
and a Sharpe’s 3 piece cane salmon fly
rod, 11’, #7, crimson whipped, suction
joints, in bags, formerly the property of
angling author Francis T. Grant (2)
£120-160

12
A black japanned cantilevered lure case
with large nickel silvered brass drop
locking latch and swing carry handle,
interior fitted various open and lidded
compartments and containing a selection
of various Hardy and other spoon baits,
Hardy crocodile and archer bait mounts,
miscellaneous devons, weights and other
spinning tackle, case with applied white
metal plaque “A.E. Verona ~ Calcutta”,
circa 1900
£160-240

13
A 19th Century pine tackle chest, interior
fitted lift-out compartmentalised trays and
containing a selection of early tackle items
including a Jeffrey & Son 2” brass trout
winch, horn handle on crank winding arm,
fixed check, bridge foot, triple cage pillars;
a black japanned lure case containing
various gorge hooks to gimp, baits et al; a
gilt metal edged card case containing
fourteen various bug baits; a rosewood float
and line winder a.f.; various floats, weights
and other terminal tackle and an 1853
rules/subscribers sheet for Kentchurch
Fishing Club, circa 1860
£200-300

14
A scarce early Chas. Farlow leather fly
wallet, interior fitted end pouch pockets,
parchment fly leaves and felt dampers and
holding a very good collection of early trout
flies to gut casts, pencil annotations to
some leaves, one dated 1850, wallet flap
interior with applied green paper trade label
with 221 Strand and Temple Bar details,
wrap-around ribbon strap, circa 1850
£200-300

__  4 __
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15
A very rare John Higginbotham cased
float and line winder, the three section
fruitwood float and line winder with brass
spindle supports  and holding an early cork
float, horse hair line and twisted gut cats,
shagreen rectangular case with sleeve cover
and applied paper trade label “John
Higginbotham, Fishing-Rod maker (From
Drury Lane), At the Golden Fish, No. 91,
opposite Southampton Street, Strand, 6 ½”
long overall (see illustration)
£300-400

** John Higginbotham operated from the
Golden Fish, 91 Strand address c. 1779-1800

16
An early 19th Century rosewood float and
line winder in original papier maché case,
the cast furnisher with two bone spindled
float and line holder and central shot and cap
compartment with sliding cover, rectangular
green papier maché case with sleeve cover
and impressed acanthus leaf emblem, circa
1820 (see illustration)
£150-250

17
A 19th Century leather trout fisher’s wallet,
interior fitted end pouch pockets and tool
holder, further parchment fly/cast panels and
a removable fly book with felt pads and
parchment fly leaves holding a good selection
of early trout flies to gut  casts, wallet seams
fragile, circa 1850 and a red leather 19th
Century trout fly wallet holding a selection of
early trout hooks and cast, circa 1840 (2)
£120-180

18
A LOOP Hi-Tech Model Trout fly reel,
black anodised finish, multi perforated large
arbour drum, counter-balanced handle, rear
rim mounted sliding drag adjuster, light use
only, in original neoprene bag
£130-180

19
A LOOP Hi-Tech Model Trout fly reel, as per
above description
£130-180

20
A Hardy Perfect 3 ¾” salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped
rim tension screw with Turk’s head locking
nut and 1912 check mechanism, nickel
silver drum retaining screw and faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear to
lead finish from normal use only and in un-
named block leather case, circa 1915
£350-550

21
A Malloch brass 4” side casting reel,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling brass
foot with integral line guide and spring release
latch, fixed check, non reversible drum, circa
1900 and a Malloch brass 4 ½” Hercules style
salmon fly reel, domed horn handle, raised
faceplate, pierced foot and rim mounted
optional check lever (later addition (2)
£130-180

__  5 __
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22
A Malloch 4 ½” alloy side casting reel,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling brass foot
with integral line guide and spring release latch,
rim mounted optional check lever, reversible
drum, faceplate stamped oval logo, circa 1920,
polished finish
£70-100

23
An Anderson 2 ¼” brass Hercules style
trout fly reel, tapered horn handles, bridge
foot, triple nickel silver drum pillars, fixed check
mechanism and three various Allcock brass
and brass faced alloy trout fly reels (4)
£100-150

24
A Phos Yukon 3 3/8” trout/bonefish fly reel,
salt-water proof black anodised finish,  counter-
balanced rosewood handle, multi-perforated
drum and cage, rear knurled tension button,
little used condition, in  original neoprene pouch

£90-130

25
A Marryat MR 8.5 trout fly reel and spare
spool, copper anodised finish, counter-
balanced handle, spring drum latch and rear
graduated tension adjuster, as new condition,
in leather case
£100-150

26
A Marryat MR 9 trout/light salmon fly reel
and spare spool, as per above description
£100-150

27
A DAM 5203 alloy 3 5/8” trout fly reel,
counter-balanced composition handle,
chrome foot, rear optional sliding optional
check button and central tension adjuster, little
used and in original pictorial card box
£50-80

28
A Heaton’s Nottingham 4 ½” combination
centre pin reel, alloy backed mahogany drum
with twin handles and central brass four screw
spring latch, brass annular cage with rolling
eye line guide, starback foot with optional
check button and unusual auxiliary screw
drum brake and a Heaton’s Nottingham 4 ½”
walnut centre pin reel, starback foot with
optional check button (2)
£80-120

29
A Milward’s Nottingham 4 ½” walnut sea
centre pin reel, brass backed drum with twin
bulbous handles and three screw spring
release latch, starback foot and optional check
button, three further Nottingham starback
centre pin reels and a bakelite Pownall Oilin
centre pin sea reel (5)
£100-150

30
A fine Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche 6/0
direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction with serpentine crank
counter-balanced handle set within an anti-foul
rim, pierced foot, quadruple cage pillars (two
double roller), faceplate with milled optional
check button and  rear spindle mounted seven
point tension adjuster, spindle cap with Jan.
‘83 patent details, light wear only, circa 1920,
the previous owner has had an addition narrow
foot made for the reel so that it can be fished
on a modern  rod(see illustration)
£1000-1500

__  6 __
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31
An ABU 2100 Sport bait casting reel,
twin ebonite handles on off-set crank arm,
bronze anodised rims, rim mounted drum
release lever, magnesium spool and bridge
foot, with original suede effect pouch,
accessories and two spare spools in
original card canisters
£100-150

32
A LOOP Classic 1013 salmon fly reel, left
hand wind model black anodised end
plates, serpentine crank handle, perforated
drum, block foot, triple cage pillars and
milled rear spindle mounted tension
adjuster, as new and in original block
leather case (see illustration)
£200-300

33
A Hardy Sovereign 11/12 limited edition
salmon fly reel, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced rosewood handle, ribbed
foot, two screw drum latch and rear plate
with sliding optional check button and
milled tension adjuster, numbered
881/1000, light use only
£150-250

34
A LOOP Evotech HD 9/13 salmon fly reel
and spare spool, left hand wind model,
with graphite anodised finish, multi-
perforated large arboured drum with
counter-balanced handle, rear milled
spindle mounted tension adjuster, as new
condition and in original  cloth pouches
£200-300

35
A good Hardy Perfect 3 7/8” trout/light
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, brass foot,
rim mounted tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, light wear from normal
use only, 1930’s
£180-240

36
An ABU Ambassadeur 2500c bait
casting reel, graphite finish, chamfered
rims, twin handles, foot stamped
“750500”, in original rexine case with oil
bottle and accessories and two further
ABU Ambassadeur bait casting reels; a
model 6000 and a model 5000, both with
red anodised finish, grooved rims and in
original brown leather cases, all in little
used condition (3)
£130-180

37
A Malloch brass and ebonite 2 ¼” trout
fly reel, ivorine handle, German silver 
rims, bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped
shield logo, a brass 2 ½” plate wind trout 
fly reel and a white metal trout reel (3)
£80-120

__  7 __
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38
An Allcock 4” brass narrow drummed
salmon fly reel, horn handle, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped makers
details and a similar Heaton’s 4” brass narrow
drummed salmon fly reel, both retaining
much of the original bronze patina (2)

£90-130

39
An Allcock Aerial Model 5100 4” centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with
single drum release fork, twin tapered horn
handles and ebonite flanges, brass B.P. line
guide, alloy rear plate with brass stancheon
foot, sliding optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, circa
1915, in later leather case (see illustration)
£350-550

40
An Allcock Aerial Model 7950-T10 4”
centre pin reel, cages and six spoked drum
with twin stepped xylonite handles, ten
perforations to front flange and twin drum
release and tension regulating forks, brass
foot, rim mounted optional check lever and
bar spring check mechanism, rear plate
stamped Stag logo, circa 1940, in leather
case (see illustration)
£250-350

41
A good Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8’6”, #6, black/scarlet tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1964, light use only, in bag
£150-250

42
A Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 10’, crimson inter-whipped, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joints, 1947, in
bag and a Gow & Son 3 piece (2 tips) cane loch
trout fly rod, 11’, close crimson inter-whipped,
alloy reel fitting, lockfast joints, in bag (2)
£100-150

43
A Malloch 3 piece (2 tips) greenheart salmon
fly rod, 14’6”, crimson whippings, brass reel
fitting, spigot joints, snake rings, in bag, two
further greenheart and bamboo rods, a Hardy
folding head trout landing net with bamboo
handle and a folding alloy landing net (5)
£80-120

44
A Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, rim
tension screw, two screw nickel silver “U” line
guide, light use only, four Wheatley fly boxes
containing a selection of mainly trout wet flies,
three Young’s fly reels and various other items

£120-180

__  8 __
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45
A scarce Malloch Sun and Planet 3 ¾”
salmon fly reel, the brass winding plate with
central raised spindle boss and facetted
treen handle with patent anti-reverse sun 
and planet gearing, waisted brass bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped enclosed
oval logo, only very light wear to finish, circa
1910 (see illustration)
£200-300

46
An unusual Perfect style 3” alloy trout fly
reel, waisted ivorine handle, bloick foot, triple
cage pillars, rim mounted tension screw,
faceplate block engraved “H.J. Howard,
Kenya, East Africa 1944”
£100-150

47
A Hardy Uniqua 3 1/8” trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, two screw drum latch and
fixed Mk.II check, 1950’s a
Wheatley Kilroy patent fly box and a
Wheatley trout/sea-trout fly box
containing various trout, sea-trout
and salmon flies (3)
£100-140

48
A fine Hardy “W.F. Hardy” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’, #6, scarlet/black tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
suction joints, 1968, new/unused condition
with plastic wrapper still on handle, in bag
£400-600

48a
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8’, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joint,
1934, in bag
£100-150

49
A Foster’s “Champion” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8’, green inter-whipped, sliding alloy
reel fitting; a Sealey “Octofly” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 12’3”, little used condition
and a greenheart 3 piece (2 tips) trout fly rod,
10’, in bags (3)
£80-120

50
A rare Hardy Bouglé 3 ¼” trout fly reel and
spare spool, ivorine handle, nickel silvered
brass foot, triple raised drum pillars (one
roller),  strapped rim tension screw and 1906
calliper spring check mechanism, multi-
perforated drum with central nickel silver
retaining screw, faceplate stamped central
circular logo and model details, spare spool
in original circular block leather case, circa
1910 (see illustration)
£1500-2000

__  9 __
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51
A Norman Agutter “Richard Walker” carp
landing net, folding “V” net arm, 
alloy spacer and bamboo handle with 
brass fittings
£100-150

52
A Hardy Uniqua 3 ¾” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch, fixed Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear from normal
use only, 1930’s
£120-180

53
A good Nicholas Browne, Galway 4”
brass salmon fly reel, tapered cow horn
handle, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, in Farlow block
leather case and an R. Turnbull 4” brass
salmon fly reel of similar design, both reels
retaining much of the original bronze
patina, circa 1890 (2)
£140-180

54
An Allcock Conquest 4 ½” alloy salmon
fly reel, xylonite handle, brass foot, two
screw spring drum latch, fixed check
mechanism, a Wallace and Kerr 3 ¾”
narrow drummed alloy dry fly reel, twin
xylonite handles, brass foot and an Allcock
Marvel 3 ¾” salmon fly reel (3)
£90-130

55
A Hardy Neroda bakelite fly box,
tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted chenille 
bars and holding a good selection of fully
dressed salmon flies, 1940’s
£100-150

56
A Victorian brass extending salmon gaff,
turned wooden handle, hinged point cover, four
various Wheatley alloy trout fly boxes holding a
selection of various trout flies, a rosewood
handle salmon priest and various other items
including various baits, loch flies, leather trout
wallet, canvas shoulder bag et al (Q)
£100-150

57
An iron mounted pine rod box with twin
iron cup handles, brass lock and leather
strap, containing six various cane and
greenheart salmon and trout rods by Hardy,
Turnbull, Wells, Milward’s and Anderson, rod
case 58” long (7)
£120-180

58
A Hardy St Aiden 3 ¾” light salmon/trout
fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide, rim tension screw, unused, in zip
case and card box
£100-150

59
A Hardy Uniqua 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch and fixed Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear to lead finish
only, 1930’s
£100-150

60
A collection of various Hardy prototype
and other reel parts comprising, a prototype
MLA reel (incomplete), an un-finished alloy
cast of a Golden Prince spool and drum, a
Bouglé spare spool and one other (4)
£70-100

__  10 __
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61
A Hardy Larmuth brass sea disgorger, a
Hardy brass 0-30lbs spring balance and a
Hardy alloy ferrule stopper and protector (4)
£70-100

The following 2 lots are sold on behalf of the
Hampshire Salmon & Trout Assoc.

62
A 19th Century black japanned fly dresser’s
cabinet, cream painted interior fitted twenty
compartment lift-out dubbing tray holding an
interesting selection of pig wool hedgehog and
seals fur dubbings, hinged lid with gilt family
crest of lion rampant, 16” x 13 ½” x 5” overall,
circa 1850
£130-180

63
Six various Wheatley alloy trout fly boxes,
various designs and holding a small selection
of trout and sea-trout flies (6)
£70-100

Other properties

64
A Hardy Perfect 3 ½” salmon fly reel, ivorine
handle, brass foot,  strapped rim tension
screw with Turk’s head locking nut and 1912
check mechanism drum with nickel silver
retaining screw and faceplate stamped central
circular logo, circa 1915 (see illustration)

£400-600

65
A scarce Percy Wadham Test 4 ½” alloy
combination salmon reel, ivorine handle,
brass foot,  rim mounted ivorine optional
check lever and rear spindle mounted brass
tension screw, backplate stamped make and
model details, 1920’s
£200-300

66
A rare J. Jones brass 3 ¾” folding handle
salmon winch, turned ivory handle on
straight crank winding arm with milled
locking disc, stamped diamond registration
mark cut away rim handle recess, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate script engraved makers details,
circa 1860
£300-400

67
An unusual 19th brass pen tray in the
form of a pike, the 12” long fish with
hollow central pen section modelled
showing the internal rib cage of the fish,
circa 1890 (see illustration)
£100-150

68
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 3” bait
casting reel, shallow cored drum with twin
ebonite handles, spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and  rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
rim tension screw,  light wear from normal
use only, 1930’s
£250-450

__  11 __
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69
A 19th Century brass gut twisting
engine, turned ivory handle on curved
crank winding arm, circular brass enclosed
gear housing with three iron gut hooks and
mounted on a tapered steel screw table
fitment with threaded lower section, circa
1880 and a hank of horsehair and flax
fishing line(see illustration)
£200-300

70
A rare Hardy Eureka 4 ¼” alloy bait
casting reel, shallow cored drum with twin
ivorine handles, spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, brass foot,  rim
mounted optional check lever and rear
mounted nickel silver knurled tension
regulator button, backplate stamped make
and model details, a very rarely seen
example, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£700-1000

71
A scarce Hardy Altex Mk.I fixed spool
reel, left hand wind folding ebonite handle,
down turned alloy gear housing, ebonite
drum, full bail arm, with spare spool and in
original rexine case, 1930’s
£200-300

72
A Farlow brass and alloy 2 ½” trout fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, bridge foot,
triple nickel silver drum pillars, fixed check
mechanism, a Farlow B.W.P. 4 ¼” alloy
salmon fly reel, brass foot, rear sliding drag
adjuster, in box and a Farlow 3” alloy trout
fly reel, xylonite handle, strapped rim
tension screw (3)
£130-180

73
A good Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece (2 tips)
hollow built cane trout fly rod, 10’, #7,
gold/black tipped whippings, gold silk inter-
whipped, gold anodised sliding reel fitting,
1960, light use only, in bag
£180-260

74
A fine Brunner, Austria “Type Gebetsroither”
2 piece cane trout fly rod, 7’, #6, black 
silk wraps, staggered ferrule parabolic
action, black anodised sliding reel fitting,
suction joint, a sought after rod by one 
of Austria’s leading rod builders in little
used/excellent overall condition, in original
bag and plastic tube
£300-500

75
A scarce Pardion “Allegro” 3 piece five
strip cane salmon fly rod, 13’, #10/11,
green silk wraps, rosewood reel seat and
alloy screw grip fitting, handle a little
discoursed otherwise in very good overall
condition and in original bag and tube
£100-150

76
A Heddon “No. 14” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson/black tipped
wraps, wooden reel seat, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joints, in original bag 
and alloy tube
£100-150

__  12 __
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77
A Hardy Featherweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw 
drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line
guide, little used condition, and a pair of
Hardy Marquis #5 trout fly reels of similar
design, in zip cases (3)
£130-180

78
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel
and spare spool, ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, two screw drum latch and 
rear check adjuster, in zip case and a 
Diawa Osprey 3 piece carbon salmon fly
rod, 14’, #9/10, in bag (2)
£100-150

79
Five Wheatley alloy salmon and trout fly
boxes, various designs, holding a selection
of mainly hair-wing salmon flies and a
collection of various trout and salmon flies in
various boxes (Q)
£90-130

80
Two Schukra reticulated alloy salmon
gaffs in original cases, a Hardy trout fisher’s
priest, wooden handle, brass head, two
antler priests, a Hardy brass twin bobbin
trace wire holder and a quantity of nets,
wading staffs and a salmon tailer (Q)
£70-100

81
A Farlow Cobra 3 ¼” wide drummed
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, rim
mounted tension screw, two further salmon
fly reels and five various carbon and fibre
glass salmon fly rods, various makers (8)
£80-120

82
A collection of various tackle including a
cantilevered lure cabinet and contents,
various fly lines, two canvas shoulder bags
and eight various carbon, cane and
greenheart rods, various makes including
Shakespeare and Allcock (Q)
£100-150

83
A Hardy "Wanless 9lbs" 2 piece cane

salmon spinning rod, 7’, green/scarlet
tipped wraps, green inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joint, 1956, in bag

£100-150

84
A good Foster’s “Airsprite” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 7’, scarlet wraps, cane silk
inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joint, little used condition, in bag
£130-180

85
An early Slater Pioneer 4” centre pin reel,
alloy backed ebonite drum with perforated
front flange, central brass three screw
spring release latch and twin tapered horn
handles, German silver rear rim, brass
starback foot with sliding optional check
button, circa  1890
£100-150

86
A scarce Slater 3 ½” Nottingham style
combination reel, walnut and alloy backed
drum with twin horn handles and brass 
three screw spring drum latch, brass annular
line guide, starback foot with sliding optional
check button, circa 1890
£140-180

__  13 __
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87
An early Slater 4” ebonite centre pin reel,
brass arboured drum with tapered horn
handles and central three screw spring
latch, German silver rear rim, brass
starback foot with sliding optional check
button, circa 1885
£120-160

88
A Slater Pioneer 3 ½” centre pin reel, alloy
backed ebonite drum with perforated front
flange, central brass three screw spring
release latch and twin tapered horn handles,
German silver rear rim, brass starback foot
with sliding optional check button, circa
1890 and a Nottingham 4 ½” mahogany
centre pin reel, twin bulbous composition
handles, brass strap back foot with sliding
optional check button (2)
£120-180

89
A rare un-named Farne Ebona Silex
pattern style 5” sea centre pin reel, solid
ebonite drum with twin bulbous xylonite
handles and brass telephone style drop bar
latch,  large brim mounted xylonite handled
brake lever with Silex No.2 style mechanism
(see Drewett KJ.: Hard Brothers pg. 401),
brass stancheon foot with “anchor”  rear
support arms, small hairline crack to rear
plate, beside brake lever, an un-named
factory prototype similar to the Hardy Farne
Ebona reel, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£300-500

90
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 2 ¾” bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine bar casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
knurled tension screw, light wear to finish
only, circa  1928 (see illustration)
£500-800

91
A scarce Hardy Nottingham 1912 pattern
4 ½” centre pin reel, walnut drum with
brass telephone release latch and twin
bulbous horn handles on circular alloy
mounting plates, Bickerdyke line guide, rim
mounted optional check lever and starback
foot stamped makers details, circa 1912
£150-250

92
A scarce Holland patent 6 ¾” alloy
Scarborough style sea centre pin reel,
perforated drum flanges, twin wooden
handles mounted on cross-bar arm above a
“U” shaped brass stancheon foot mount,
stamped patent details for Jan 25th 1922
£80-120
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93
A Heaton’s brass and ebonite 4 ¼”
salmon fly reel, domed horn handle,
German silver rims, bridge foot,  quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, brass
winding plate with central raised two screw
spindle boss, circa 1890
£80-120

94
A rare Percy Wadham Meteor 3 ½” alloy
casting reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger, cut-away
rear plate with central brass screw spindle
tension adjuster, faceplate stamped
Dreadnought Casting Co. details, circa 1915
(see illustration)
£400-600

95
A rare Hardy ”Carp”  2 piece cane carp
rod, 10’, tan silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy
reel fittings, suction joint,  stand-off rings,
1957, very good condition, in bag
£250-450

96
A 19th Century brass spike fitting winch,
turned bone handle on curved crank winding
arm with domed iron retaining screw, fixed
check mechanism, triple cage pillars, block
foot with square tapered spike fitting, circa
1850 (see illustration)
£200-300

97
An Eaton & Deller 2 ¾” narrow drummed

brass trout winch, turned ivory handle on
curved crank winding arm with domed iron
retaining screw, triple cage pillars, riveted
block foot, rear raised check housing and
fixed check mechanism, faceplate scroll
engraved makers details, circa 1870
£130-180

98
A Hardy Houghton Cast Case, the tan hide
wallet fitted wrap-around strap and an
interior of four chamois leather cast pockets
each with gilt stamped size detail and a
Hardy pigskin cast wallet, fitted parchment
cast pockets, felt dampers and wrap-around
strap, both gilt stamped makers details (2)
£100-150

99
A good Malloch black japanned salmon
fly box, cream painted interior fitted swing
leaf, nickel silver spring clips and holding a
good selection of  fifty one large fully dressed
salmon irons, various patterns, circa 1910
(see illustration)
£140-240
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100
A rare Hardy 1896 Brass Perfect Houghton
Dry Fly 2 5/8” reel, domed ivorine handle,
waisted bridge foot, triple nickel silver cage
pillars, strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper spring check mechanism, enclosed
ball race, slightly contracted drum with  large
and small perforations and central nickel silver
retaining screw, faceplate stamped Rod in
hand trade mark, enclosed oval and straight
line logos, light wear from normal use only,
circa 1896 (see illustration)
£1800-2600

101
A good Hardy Perfect 4 ¼” salmon fly reel,
fat ebonite handle, brass foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, nickel silver drum retaining
screw, faceplate stamped central circular logo
and neatly block engraved previous owners
initials, light wear to lead finish from normal
use only, 1920’s (see illustration)
£450-650

102
An unusual Hardy St. George 3” trout
fly reel, drum with overlaid facia panel
engraved with Weston Speedwell 0-8000
rpm tachometer dial (original drum 
face a.f.), lacking ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, white agate line guide, three
screw drum latch, rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, 1930’s and 
a Hardy Perfect spare spool for a
1950/60’s 3 ½” model (2)

£90-130

103
A Hardy St John 3 7/8” light
salmon/trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, three screw drum 
latch, rim tension regulator and Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear to lead 
finish only, 1930’s
£140-180

104
A Playfair Dingley built 3 ¾” alloy
salmon fly reel, ivorine handle, brass
foot, telephone drum latch, strapped 
rim tension screw, caged drum, interior
stamped “D.1”, an Alex Martin Thistle 
4” salmon fly reel, composition handle,
brass foot, fixed check mechanism 
and a Hamlin 4” alloy centre pin 
casting reel, twin xylonite handles, 
brass foot, 1940’s (3)
£120-180

105
A Hardy Marquis No. 3  salmon fly reel
and two spare spools, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, two screw drum latch,
rear check adjuster and a Hardy Marquis
No.2 salmon fly reel, similar design (2)
£120-180
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106
A Hardy Elarex bait casting reel, chrome
casing, twin reverse tapered ebonite handles
on off-set, level-line mechanism, rear plate with
two casting controls, in cream card trade box
and a similar Hardy Elarex bait casting reel (2)
£100-150

107
A Hardy Husky Multiplier 3 3/8” wide
drummed trout/light salmon fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle on raised circular
drive plate, ribbed brass foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver two screw “U” shaped line
guide, rear silent check adjuster and a similar
Hardy Husky direct drive trout/light salmon fly
reel and spare spool of similar design (2)
£140-180

108
A Hardy Zenith Multiplier 3 3/8" wide
drummed trout/light salmon fly reel and

spare spool, ebonite handle on off-set circular
drive plate, two screw drum latch,  alloy foot,
nickel silver "U" shaped line guide, rim mounted
tension adjuster, light wear only 

£100-150

109
A Sharpe’s Gordon 4” alloy salmon 
fly reel, ebonite handle, fixed check mechanism,
another Sharpe’s Gordon 3 ½” wide drummed
salmon fly reel a.f. and two Bruce & Walker 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rods;  a Hexagraph 15’, #10/11
and a Cairngorm, 16’, #11/12, in bags (4)
£70-100

110
A Hardy Perfect 3 ¾” salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving nickel silver
line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, drum with nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped central circular logo,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1930
£300-400

111
A Hardy St George 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks) two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, 1950’s
£130-180

112
A Hardy Uniqua 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch and adjustable
Mk.II check mechanism, 1930’s 
£120-160

113
A Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight trout fly reel
and two spare spools, ebonite handle, alloy
foot, two screw drum latch, nickel silver “U”
shaped two screw line guide, rim tension
screw, in cream card box and a Hardy
Flyweight trout fly reel and two spare 
spools of similar design (2)
£150-250

114
An ABU Ambassadeur 700 bait casting
reel, red finish, chamfered rims, counter-
balanced handle, rear optional check button,
foot stamped “097200”, little used condition
and an ABU Cardinal 4x fixed spool reel and
spare spool, two tone brown finish (2)
£80-120

115
A Mitchell 410 fixed spool reel and spare
spool, three various other fixed spool reels,
four fly reels, various makers, two Pflueger
Medalist spare spools, tow antler priests
and a book, Robertson: Thrifty Salmon
Fishing (Q)
£50-80
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116
A Hardy “Halford Knockabout” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, #7, green/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joint, reversible butt spear, 1970, little
used condition, in bag
£150-250

117
A Hardy “Crown Houghton” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 10’, #7, green inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast
joints,  reversible butt spear, 1963, in bag
£150-250

118
A Hardy “Rogue River” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 10’, crimson silk inter-whippings,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, spigot suction
joints, 1936, in bag
£130-180

119
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 7’, scarlet inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1954, in bag
£180-240

120
A fine Thomas & Thomas “Classic” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod blank, 7’6”, #3, flamed
caner finish, nickel silver sliding reel fitting,
rosewood reel seat,  nickel silver suction joint,
tip ring fitted, new and unused condition, in
original bag and brass capped tube
£300-400

121
A Hardy bamboo handled wading staff,
wooden thumb crutch, metal boat hook toe
and rope lanyard, a hoop head landing net
with brass mounted burnt bamboo long
handle, a bamboo and leather capped rod
tube to take a 3 piece 9’6” rod and a brass
capped bamboo tip tube (4)
£100-150

122
An Orvis C.F.O. 123 trout fly reel, green
anodised finish, brass foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver line guide and rear tension
adjuster, in zip case and an Orvis “Trident” 4
piece carbon trout fly rod, 7’, #4, , sliding
alloy reel fittings, spigot joints, as new in bag
and cloth tube (2)
£150-250

123
A scarce Kingfisher Silk Lines card
counter-top advertising card, circular
advertising plaque depicting a Kingfisher
perched on a branch with fish in mouth, 8 ½”
diameter (see illustration)
£70-100

124
A rare Farlow & Co. 1st model Sextile line
winder, brass construction with six
collapsible slotted arms, ebonite handle 
on waisted straight crank winding arm,
stamped maker’s details, brass “G” clamp
fitment with thumb locking screw, circa 1910
(see illustration)

£250-450
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125
A fine and rare George IV fruitwood
salmon fisher’s priest of truncheon 
form with turned knop and collar, head 
gilt and polychrome decorated with the
Royal coat of Arms, 8 ½” long, circa 1820
(see illustration)
£350-550

126
A scarce Scottish Mauchlinware
fruitwood priest and case, the 5 ½” long
priest with turned decoration and housed
within a treen tartan rectangular case 
with brass hinged lid and decorated 
with panel depicting a salmon, circa 1900
(see illustration)
£130-180

127
A rare French brass weed rake having
four spring loaded folding arms, each 
with in-turned point and mounted onto a
central 7 ½” long square shaft with loop 
rope attaching ring and four rectangular
holes to house arms when folded, contained
within the original metal lidded canister, 
circa 1900 (see illustration)
£200-300

128
A powerboats “The Lennox” bamboo
float tube, canister form with sleeve lid 
and silk bindings, 10” long and four further
float canisters comprising; a bamboo
“Waltonian” Floatsafe with treen stopper; an
ivorine Bainbridge Floatsafe tube; a Palmer
alloy float tube and an un-named
tortoiseshell float case (5)
£130-180

129
Five various Salter brass spring balances,
measuring various weights 0-40lbs and of
differing designs and ages (5)
£70-100

130
A very rare Hardy New Zealand gaff,
extending Frith steel gaff head, bamboo and
brass mounted handle, leather collar with
hinged steel point protector and leather
lanyard, butt cap stamped makers details,
26 ½” long, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£350-550
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131
A pair of Percy Wadham(?) celluloid
minnow traps, each with three sections
which concertina open to form a tapered
conical trap with entrance hole to base and
perforated top swivelling panel, 7 ½” long
when opened, 1920’s (2)
£80-120

132
A Pearsalls Silks folding trade display
card showing four panels of various 
silk threads, a Veniard’s Pattern Card of
Special Dyes showing forty hackle feathers
of varying shades and colours, a further
Veniard pattern card of tinsels, a sample
card of Globrite fluorescent floss and an
unused card of Chadwick 477 wool (as
used for the Sawyer killer bug) (5)
£130-180

133
A Hardy J.W. Dunne’s Dry Fly
“Sunshine” oil and thirty three various
spools of Cellulite fly tying threads,
various shades and colours (Q)
£70-100

134
A scarce Hardy “Fibalite Spinning 2lbs”
2 piece glass fibre spinning rod, 6’ 1 ½”,
green/scarlet tipped wraps, sliding alloy
reel fittings, little used and in original bag, a
Hardy folding head alloy extending trout
landing net and another un-named folding
trout landing net (3)
£80-120

135
A very rare Jardine’s Improved Patent
pike gag, having two brass out-point
jaws, one fixed to the rectangular brass
square shaped shaft and the other
adjusting along an open spiral steel 
worm drive spindle which is operated 
by turning the upper section of the 
turned wooden handle, one brass jaw
stamped makers details, retailed through
Farlow’s (see Maxtone Grahame: Fishing
tackle if Yesterday, pg. 182), circa 1900
(see illustration)
£400-600

136
A rectangular plywood fly dresser’s
case, interior fitted various compartments
and holding a selection of various tools, fly
vice, tying materials, feathers et al, an
English wicker trout fisher’s creel, hinged
lid  with rectangular fish hole and a Brady
canvas and leather trimmed fishing bag,
unused condition (3)
£70-100

137
A  Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two
screw drum latch, rear tension adjuster,
little used condition and in zip case and a
Bruce & Walker “Powerlite Speycaster” 3
piece carbon salmon fly rod, 13’, #10/11,
gold anodised screw grip reel fitting,
wooden reel seat, light use only, in bag (2)
£150-250
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138
An unusual Mitchell 300 fixed spool 
reel with early milled circular anti-reverse
button, engraved “Mitchell” only to side 
plate but with full bail arm and lozenge 
shaped plastic handle, with spare spool, three
various closed faced reels by Zebco, ABU and
DAM, an Intrepid Supreme fixed spool reel,
unused and in original box with spare spool
and accessories and a Sportex 2 piece 
carbon carp rod, 12’, in bag (6)
£100-150

139
A Wm. Landell 2 ¾” brass crank wind trout
fly reel, domed horn handle on curved crank
winding arm, block foot, triple cage pillars, a
brass 4” plate wind salmon fly reel, a Heaton’s
brass and alloy 3 ¾” salmon fly reel and a 3
½” alloy salmon fly reel, brass foot, fixed check,
two Kingfisher silk lines (#6/7) and a brass
Salter spring balance (7)
£90-130

140
A Sharpe’s “Aberdeen” 3 piece spliced
cane salmon fly rod, 15’, #11, scarlet wraps,
sliding alloy reel fittings, in bag
£130-180

141
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips) spliced
cane salmon fly rod, 14’, #10/11, crimson
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings, in bag
£100-150

142
A Sharpe’s “Atholl Smith” custom built 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, gold/black
tipped silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
suction joint, in bag
£60-90

142a
Two Playfair “Grants Vibration” 3 piece
(2 tips) spliced greenheart salmon fly
rods, 15’, one with brass reel fittings and
one with alloy, both in used condition, in
bags (2)
£80-120

143
A Hardy Birmingham 3 ½” brass salmon
fly reel, domed cow horn handle, bridge
foot, quadruple cage, pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped enclosed
oval logo, light wear to bronze patina only,
circa 1895
£200-300

144
A Hardy Perfect 3 1/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo, 1930’s
£200-300

145
A cased pair of Salter spring balances,
the nickel silver scaled measuring 0-16ozs 
and 0-15lbs, in fitted velvet and silk lined
rectangular rexine case, 1930’s
£80-120

146
A rare Hardy Curate nickel silvered
combination tool, milled priest handle with
screw cap oil receiver and spring tweezers
with gut cutting blades, tweezer arms
stamped make and model details, 1930’s 
(see illustration
£150-250
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147
A scarce solid nickel silver crank winch,
turned baluster lignum vitae handle on
waisted crank winding arm with domed head
retaining screw, brass spindled drum , triple
cage pillars, block foot stamped “5”, raised
rear check housing and fixed click check
mechanism, possible by Wyer Freres, 2”
diameter, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£500-800

148
A scarce Phin, Edin. 2 ¾” brass
crank wind trout winch, bulbous
treen handle on waisted crank
winding arm, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, foot stamped shield
logo, retaining much of the original
lacquered finish, circa 1880
£130-180

149
A Hardy Uniqua 3 ¾” salmon fly reel,
ivorine handle, brass foot, neatly filed and
shaped at each end, nickel silver oval drum
release latch stamped “Oil”, fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, faceplate stamped make and
model details, circa 1920
£140-180

150
A vary rare Allcock model 7950-T4
Roller Back 4” narrow drummed centre
pin reel and original J. Forrest block
leather case, caged and six spooked
drum with twin xylonite handles, rear
ebonite flange and alloy front flange with
eight perforations and nickel silver rim,
brass stancheon foot, rear milled sliding
optional check button with calliper spring
check mechanism and alloy backplate
fitted four brass roller bearings and drilled
four line guide ports front flange stamped
“patent” and rear plate with circular trade
mark, very good over-all condition, circa
1920 (see illustration)
£2000-3000

151
A framed display of  fifteen early fully
dressed gut eyed salmon flies, mounted
on hessian backboard with central plaque
”Early Salmon Flies”, including some large
single irons and doubles, various patterns;
Claret Wasp, Gordons, Eagle et al, framed
and glazed, 16 b½” x 17” overall
£250-350
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152
A good Malloch black japanned
rectangular salmon fly box, cream painted
interior fitted swing leaf and spring metal
clips and holding a good selection of eighty
three fully dressed salmon iron including
twelve gut eyed examples and some
doubles, case with applied oval nickel silver
trade plaque, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£180-260

153
A scarce late 18th century leather salmon
fly wallet, interior fitted end pouch pockets,
parchment fly leaved and cast pockets,
wallet with tongue strap, slightly distressed
but a very early example, circa 1780
£130-180

154
A 19th Century brass wide drummed
winch, turned bone handle on curved
crank winding arm, sliding drum locking
pin, triple cage pillars, block foot, circa
1840 and another similar winch with bone
handle, sliding locking pin and block foot,
circa 1850 (2)
£150-250

155
A scarce 19th century spike fitting brass
winch, turned bon handle on “S” crank
winding arm with domed retaining screw, triple
cage [pillars, iron block foot with square
tapered spike fitting, no check, circa 1840 
(see illustration)
£200-300  

156
A Bowness & Bowness 2 ¼” brass trout
winch, turned ivory handle on curved crank
winding arm, triple cage pillars, riveted block
foot (neatly shaped at both ends), raised rear
check housing and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate script engraved makers details, circa
1875 and an Ogden Smith 2” brass crank
wind trout winch, bone handle (2)
£130-180

157
A 19th Century 2 1/8” brass multiplying
winch, turned ivory handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm, triple cage pillars, riveted
block foot, fixed check mechanism, circa 1850
£120-160

158
A 19th Century brass wide drummed 2 ½”
salmon winch, turned baluster bone handle
on “S” scroll crank arm with domed iron
retaining screw, quadruple drum pillars, riveted
block foot pierced to take leather pad, fixed
check mechanism, circa 1850 and  another
brass wide drummed winch, turned ivory
handle, wooden drum arbour and block foot,
circa 1850 (2)
£150-200
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159
A good William Dicks, Melrose leather
salmon tackle case, interior with baize 
lined lid and fitted various reel and tackle
compartments, lid interior with applied
rectangular paper trade label, case with
swing carry handle, brass lock and stamped
“J.S.C. Cyclonic”, 17 ¾” x 14 ½” x 7 ¼”,
1920’s (see illustration)
£300-500

160
A fine black Japanned salmon fly
reservoir, cream painted interior with six lift-
out trays, each fitted bars of nickel silver
spring fly clips and holing a selection of
seventy five fully dressed salmon flies
including 19 gut eyed examples, case with
leather carry handle and top with previous
owners initials “N.L.”, 10 ½” x 8 ½” x 3 ½”
overall, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£300-500

161
A 19th Century brass multiplying crank
winch, domed bone handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm, rim mounted rum locking
lever, triple drum pillars, block foot, circa 1850
and another brass multiplying crank winch,
bone handle on curved crank winding arm,
fixed check mechanism, circa 1850 (2)
£150-250

162
A scarce 19th Century brass spike fitting
winch, turned bone handle on shaped crank
winding arm, sliding drum locking pin, triple
cage [pillars, block foot with square tapered
spike fitting and butterfly locking nut, circa
1840 (see illustration)
£200-300

163
A scarce Heaton’s brass relief decorated 2
½” trout winch, tapered cow horn handle 
on curved crank winding arm, end plates 
relief decorated with an angler in river setting,
block foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, retaining much of the original
bronze patina, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£130-180
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164
A fine Hardy Brass Perfect 3” wide
drummed limited edition trout fly 
reel, number 345/1000, reproduced to
celebrate 125 years of production, with
domed ivorine handle, pierced foot,
strapped rim tension regulator and early
calliper spring check mechanism, dished
drum with perforated front flange and
nickel silver retaining screw, unused
condition and in original block leather case
and card box (see illustration)
£400-600

165
A fine Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-
1992 limited edition presentation rod
and reel set, contained with a superb
quality solid rosewood rectangular case
with brass press studs locks and a blue
velvet and baize lined fitted interior holding
an 1896 replica Brass Faced Perfect
Houghton Dry Fly trout reel with ivorine
handle, brass strapped tension screw early
style calliper spring check and face
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, straight
line and enclosed oval logos, and a “Gold
Medal” 3 piece (2 tips) cane trout fly rod,
8’, crimson inter-whipped, sliding brass
reel fitting, snake rings, suction joints,
rosewood ferrule stoppers, with bag, all in
as new/unused condition 
£1300-1800

166
A Carter & Co. 3” brass and ebonite trout
fly reel, perforated  end plates, horn handle,
German silver rims, fixed check, backplate
cracked and a cane 3 piece (2 tips) trout fly
rod, 10’6”, crimson inter-whipped, with brass
butt spear and bamboo tip tube (no bag) (2)
£70-100

167
A Norco ”Dovedale” 2 piece cane brook
trout fly rod, 6’, crimson inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint and a 3
piece cane spinning rod,  8’6”, in bags (2)
£70-100

168
A Hardy St George 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, three screw drum
latch, white agate line guide (two hairline
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, circa 1930
£140-180

169
A rare Hardy Perfect 3 1/8” trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, alloy foot, green/white agate
line guide, strapped rim tension screw and
1912 check mechanism, drum with four 
rim cusps and central nickel silver screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, reel
is factory restored to as new condition, circa
1915 (see illustration)
£450-650
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170
A rare Illingworth No.1 threadline casting
reel, twin ivorine handles on shaped alloy
cross bar handle mounted onto circular drive
plate with stancheon foot, ebony bobbin
spool on reciprocating drive shaft, twin nickel
silver wire line guide flyers, rear plate
stamped model details and “Oil me Please”,
in original burgundy rexine and green velvet
lined case, circa 1905, (see illustration)
£800-1200

171
A very rare first model Orvis 1874 patent
trout fly reel, 2 7/8” multi-perforated nickel
silvered side plates, narrow arboured drum,
curved crank winding arm with central brass
locking nut and tapered horn handle, riveted
bridge foot and triple drum pillars, no rear
spindle signature cap (as seen on later
models), no check and foot engraved
makers name and patent details for May
12th 1874 (see Brown J.: A Treasury of
Reels, pg 57), (see illustration)
£500-800

172
A scarce Orvis 1874 patent trout fly reel,
2 7/8” multi-perforated side plates,
bulbous ebonite handle on waisted crank
arm, riveted bridge foot and triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, rear
spindle cap stamped make and patent
details, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£200-400

173
A scarce Hardy Nottingham 3 ¾”
mahogany centre pin reel, drum with
twin horn handles and central brass
telephone release latch, Bickerdyke line
guide, brass starback foot with sliding
optional check button and stamped
makers details, circa 1910
£160-240

174
A Hardy Perfect 3 ¾” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, 1940’s
£250-450
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175
A scarce Hardy H.J.S. alloy bait casting
reel,  black anodised finish, 4:1 ratio gearing,
reverse tapered ebonite handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm mounted above a
four point capstan star drag adjuster, rim
mounted spool release lever and milled
tension screw, ribbed alloy foot, spindle cap
stamped “Oil”, rear plate stamped make and
model details, light overall wear to finish,
1940’s (see illustration)
£350-550

176
A Hardy “Boron Fly” 2 piece  boron trout
fly rod, 7’6”, #5, brown/green tipped silk
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
wooden reel seat, new/unused and with
plastic wrapper still on handle, in bag
£100-150

177
A Hardy “Boron Fly” 2 piece  boron trout
fly rod, 8‘, #6, brown/green tipped silk
wraps,  anodised screw grip reel fitting,
wooden reel seat, new/unused and with
plastic wrapper still on handle, in bag
£100-150

178
A Hardy “Boron Reservoir” 2 piece  boron
trout fly rod, 9’6”, #7/8, brown/green tipped
silk wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
wooden reel seat, new/unused and with
plastic wrapper still on handle, in bag
£100-150

179
A Hardy “Boron Fly” 2 piece boron sea-
trout/trout fly rod, 10‘, #8, brown/green
tipped silk wraps, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, wooden reel seat, new/unused
condition, in bag
£100-150

180
A rare early Edward Vom Hofe
Restigouche 4/0 direct drive salmon fly
reel, ebonite and nickel silver construction,
serpentine counter-balanced crank handle
set within an anti-foul rim and mounted
above a seven point arrow head tension
regulator, pierced foot, triple cage pillars (one
double roller), rear plate with milled sliding
optional check disc and with rarely seen red
heightened stamp for the retailer Dame
Stoddard & Co. Boston, rear spindle 
port stamped Jan. ‘83 patent details, in
original block leather case, circa 1895 
(see illustration)
£1000-1500
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181
A good Bo Mohlin 4” narrow drum anti-
reverse sea-trout/light salmon fly reel, right
hand wind model with black anodised cage,
gold anodised multi-perforated drum and
counter-balanced serpentine crank handle
mounted above a milled tension wheel, 
bridge foot, triple stainless steel pillars, unused
condition (see illustration)
£250-350

182
A Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV 3 ¾” light salmon fly
reel and spare spool, wooden handle, nickel
silver block foot, triple raised pillars (one roller),
multi-perforated drum, rim tension screw and
compensating check mechanism, unused
condition and in original zip case and card box
£150-250

183
A Fin-Nor 3 direct drive 3 ¾” salmon fly
reel, black anodised finish, counter-balanced
handle, rear mounted milled tension adjuster,
new/unused condition, in original card box
£140-180

184
A Bo Mohlin 3 ½” wide drummed anti-
reverse sea-trout/light salmon fly reel, black
anodised finish, right hand wind, wooden
counter-balanced handle on “S” shaped
winding arm, mounted above a milled tension
wheel, bridge foot, triple stainless steel pillars,
unused condition, drag adjuster a.f.
£130-180

185
A Bo Mohlin Micro Trout 2 ½” right hand
wind wide drummed fly reel, aquamarine
anodised finish, counter-balanced wooden
handle, multi-perforated drum and faceplate,
fixed check mechanism, new/unused condition
(see illustration)
£180-240

186
An un-named (Danish?) alloy big game
tunny multiplier reel, green anodised end
plates, off-set counter-balanced crank
handle mounted above a  six point capstan
star drag adjuster, rim mounted drum release
elver and rear sliding optional check button
and an Arjon “Tunny 1330” cane big game
rod, 7’, detachable hardwood butt with cork
grip, screw grip reel fitting, roller eye (2)
£200-300

187
An Edward Vom Hofe (retailed by
Abercrombie & Fitch) “No. 6” built cane
big game rod, 7’, detachable hardwood
handle butt section, nickel  silver screw grip
reel fitting and butt cap, stamped makers
name, agate line eyes with marbled silk
wraps, no bag
£100-150
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188
A Hardy “Ultralite Salmon” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #9, black/grey tipped
whippings, screw grip reel fitting, spigot joints,
little used condition, in bag and original alloy tube
£120-180

189
A Hardy “Ultralite Travel”  4 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 10’, #7, black/grey tipped
whippings, screw grip reel fitting, spigot
joints, little used condition, in bag and 
original alloy tube
£100-150

190
A Hardy Birmingham 4 ¼” brass salmon
fly reel, tapered cow horn handle, bridge
foot,  quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with central raised two
screw spindle boss and stamped  enclosed
oval logo, polished finish, circa 1895
£200-300

191
A scarce Eaton & Deller 4 ½” brass
salmon winch, turned ivory handle on
curved crank winding arm with domed iron
locking screw,  block foot, quadruple cage
pillars, rear raised check housing and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate script engraved
makers details, circa 1870
£250-350

192
A scarce Hardy Perfect 2 7/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, white agate 
line guide (no cracks), rim mounted tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear 
from normal use only, 1930’s
£250-350

193
A scarce F.T. Williams 4” brass and ebonite
Nottingham style centre pin reel, drum with
twin tapered bone handles and central four
screw brass spring release latch, rear German
silver rim, brass starback foot with sliding
optional check button, drum release plate
script engraved retailers details, circa 1895
£250-350

194
A scarce Yawman and Erbe 2 ½” alloy
automatic trout fly reel, caged alloy drum 
with clockwork wind mechanism, perforated
end plates, spring trigger release lever on 
side mounted foot support with integral line
guide, spindle mounted winding key, faceplate
stamped make and patent details, circa 1910
£100-150

195
A rare Hardy St John 3 7/8” light salmon/trout
fly reel with black “war-time” finish, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, three screw 
spring drum latch, rim mounted tension screw
and  Mk.II check mechanism, interior stamped
“J.S.” (Jimmy Smith), light wear only, circa 1940
£150-250

196
A rare Hardy Wallis 4” No. Pattern centre pin
trotting reel, shallow cored rum with twin
ebonite handles, spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, 
rim mounted nickel silver optional check lever,
rear plate stamped make and model details, 
light wear from normal use only, circa 1935 
(see illustration)
£250-350
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197
A flat weave wicker and leather bound
trout fisher’s creel, flared basket with slope
topped lid, rectangular fish hole and buckle
latch, 16” wide, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£150-250

198
A rare C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. “See-All”
japanned fly reservoir, the rectangular
cantilevered cabinet with three cream
painted fly compartments each with bars of
nickel silver spring metal clips and holding a
selection of various salmon, sea-trout and
trout flies, cabinet with hasp lock and applied
brass trade plate, 8” x 4 ¾” x 2”, circa 1910
(see illustration)
£350-550

199
A rare Allcock Aerial  model 7950-T3 4”
narrow drummed centre pin reel, caged and
six spoked drum with twin ivorine handles and
ventilated front flange (eight holes), brass
stancheon foot, rear sliding optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism,
front drum flange stamped “patent, very good
overall condition, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£550-850

200
An exceptionally fine and rare Allcock
Aerial Roller Back model 7950-T4/T8
variant 5” centre pin reel, all alloy
construction with caged and six spoked drum
having twin stepped xylonite handles, twin
tension/drum release forks, perforated front
flange (eight holes) with German silver rim and
a previously unseen solid alloy rear drum plate,
brass stancheon foot, rear sliding, milled brass
optional check button with bar spring check
mechanism and backplate fitted four brass
barrel roller bearings, reel is in superb overall
condition, showing little signs of any use and
retaining virtually all the original dark lead finish,
circa 1925 (see illustration)
£3000-4000
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201
A Hardy Silex No.2 4” alloy bait casting
reel, drum with twin ebonite handles,
threes crew spring release latch and 
slotted shallow arbour, auxiliary rim
mounted brake, brass foot, ivorine rim
mounted casting trigger and milled brass
tension screw, backplate stamped make
and model details, circa 1915
£140-180

202
A Hardy Super Silex 3 ¾” bait casting
reel,  shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger  and rear
quadrant weight indicator with milled rim
tension screw, backplate stamped make
and model details, light wear from normal
use only, 1930’s
£180-240

203
A pair of Hardy Multum-in-Parvo No.1
rectangular japanned lure cases, each
with hinged lid, sliding locking pin and
cream painted interior fitted various lure
and trace compartments, lids with applied
nickel silver oval trade plaque (2)
£100-150

204
A matching pair to the above lot and
another Multum-in-Parvo No.2 lure case
of  similar, smaller, style (3)
£100-150

205
A Hardy Test Montague japanned
rectangular trout fly box, cream painted
interior fitted twelve fly compartments with
sliding celluloid lids, cork cast holder and, felt
damper and  tweezers section, case exterior
with a damping pouch and applied nickel
silver oval trade label, a similar box, lacking
damping pouch and a Hardy black japanned
trout dry fly box, interior fitted twelve
compartments with sliding celluloid lids,
nickel silver trade plaque to lid exterior (3)
£90-130

206
A Holbrow copper salmon fly box, interior
fitted spring clips and holding a selection of
low water salmon irons, two Malloch
japanned fly boxes holding a selection of
fully dressed salmon irons and three further
japanned  trout fly boxes (6)
£100-150

207
A Malloch black japanned salmon fly box,
cream painted interior fitted swing leaf and
nickel silver spring fly clips, containing a
selection of  seventy fully dressed salmon
irons, box lid with applied oval nickel silver
trade plaque, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£130-180
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208
An unusual C. Farlow &Co Ltd.
Avonware ceramic fish tureen, polychrome
decoration, with lift-off lid and transfer
decorated advertisements for Farlow’s
tackle, 14” long
£80-120

209
A fruitwood salmon fisher’s priest,
truncheon head, turned handle, an antler
salmon priest, weighted head with treen
knop, a Hardy thermometer and a brass
clearing ring (4)
£80-120

210
A fine Victorian nickel silvered salmon
spring balance, 0-40lbs with hanging ring
and fish hook and engraved “J.B. ~ 1883”,
in original velvet and silk lined fitted rexine
case, balance 14” long
£180-240

211
Three various Farlow block leather
salmon reel cases, each with velvet lined
interior and strap lock, to take 4 ¼” and
two 3 ¾” reels (3)
£150-250

212
Three block leather reel cases, two by
Farlow to take 3 ¾” and 2 ½” and one un-
named for a 2 ¾” trout reel (3)
£140-240

213
An early 19th Century brass wide
drummed winch, turned cow horn handle
on curved crank winding arm with 
cage mounted sliding drum locking pin,
triple pillared cage, riveted block foot
pierced to take leather pad, 2 ¼” diameter,
circa 1835
£130-180

214
A 19th Century brass multiplying winch,
turned ivory handle on off-set curved crank
winding arm, triple cage pillars, riveted block
foot, circa 1860 and a Heaton’s brass 2 ½”
plate wind trout fly reel (2)
£100-150

215
A steel weed cutter threaded brass head,
and wooden sleeve sheath and two further
weed cutters with curved blade heads and
threaded brass collars (3)
£80-120

216
A Barry Grantham Richard Walker style
carp net, 36” folding “V” bamboo armed net
head on bamboo and brass mounted
handle, numbered “10” and dated 1990
£100-150

216a
A 19th Century iron eel trident, the triple
flared tines with serrated internal edges, flared
collar and long fruitwood handle, circa 1860
£100-150

217
A large tunny/big game flying gaff, break-
away steel gaff head with loop rope eye and
mounted onto as 70” oak handle with
ferruled collar and break-away wire securing
nut, 1940’s
£120-160

218
A pair of Edwardian antler rod holders,
mounted on shaped oak backboards and each
with three deer antler rod holders, 25” long
£80-120
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219
A Norfolk fine weave eel trap of tapered
cylindrical form, flared fish hole to one 
end, 58” long
£120-160

220
A good C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. leather trout
tackle case, green baize lined interior fitted
lift-out tackle tray and compartmentalised
base, brass hasp lock and twin wrap-around
straps with carry handle, circa 1920 
(see illustration)
£350-550

221
A good Sage “Z-Axis 7136-4” 4 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #7, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, light use only, in bag
and original alloy tube
£160-240

222
A Sage “RPL+ 7100-3”  3 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 10’, #7, anodised screw grip
reel fitting, light use only, in bag and original
alloy tube
£100-150

223
A fine Partridge “Ian Gordon Big River
Fast Action Spey” 4 piece carbon salmon
fly rod, 18’, #11/12, anodised screw grip
reel fitting, only very light use, in bag and
original cloth covered tube
£150-250

224
A Hardy “Houghton” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 10’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding brass reel fitting,
reversible butt spear, lockfast joints,
bamboo brass capped tip tube, 1909, 
in bag
£120-180

225
A good Allcock Aerial model 7950-T3 4
½ centre pin reel, caged ands six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles and
perforated front flange (eight holes), B.P.
line guide, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding optional check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, faceplate
stamped “patent” and backplate stamped
open circular trade mark, light wear 
from normal use only, circa 1920 
(see illustration)
£400-600

226
A good Malloch 4” alloy Gibb’s patent
lever side casting reel, winding plate 
with tapered cow horn handle, rim
mounted optional check lever, brass
swivelling foot with integral line guide and
horn handle Gibb’s patent release lever,
reversible drum, face stamped oval 
logo, 1920’s
£90-130
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227
A Hardy Perfect 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), rim tensions screw and
compensating check mechanism, faceplate
with raised spindle boss, light wear to
enamel finish from normal use, 1970’s
£140-180

228
A good Hardy Uniqua 3 ½” salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot,
nickel silver telephone drum latch, rim
mounted tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, only very light wear to lead
finish, 1930’s
£140-180

229
A Malloch 4” brass side casting reel,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling foot 
and integral line guide, rim mounted optional
check lever, reversible drum, stamped 
oval logo and retaining virtually all the 
original bronze patina and a similar 4 3/8”
Malloch brass side casting reel, fixed check,
drum clip a.f., polished finish (2)
£130-180

230
A rare 19th Century Scottish 3 ½” brass
wide drummed salmon winch, bulbous
turned ivory handle on curved crank winding
arm with domed head iron locking screw,
five drum pillars each with concentric
banded decoration, heavy riveted curved
block foot pierced to take leather pad, end
plates with concentric banding, polished
finish, circa 1840 (see illustration)
£350-550

231
A Hardy Sovereign 9/10 salmon fly reel,
gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
wooden handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line 
guide and rear milled tension adjuster, light 
use only, in leather zip case
£140-180

232
A C. Farlow & Co. 3 ¾” brass salmon fly
reel, ivory handle, block foot, stamped fish
logo, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, rear plate with script engraved
makers details, only light wear to bronze patina
and in Farlow block leather case, circa 1890
£130-180

233
A rare Horwood 5 ½” brass and ebonite
loch trolling salmon winch, caged drum 
with large tapered cow horn handle, bridge
foot, six drum pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with central raised two screw spindle
boss and stamped shield logo, polished finish,
circa 1890 (see illustration)
£200-300
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234
A good Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, left hand wind folding ebonite handle,
full bail arm, nickel silver spool mounted
tension adjuster, reel in is virtually unused
condition and in original rexine case
£90-130

235
A scarce Hardy Altex 2nd model fixed
spool reel, with down turned gear housing,
left hand wind folding ebonite handle,
ebonite drum with nickel silver tension screw
and rear drum plate stamped Duplicated
Mk.II details, dark leaded finish and in original
rexine case, circa 1932 (see illustration)
£200-300

236
A scarce Carswell(?) frog bait, the 1 ½”
lure with rear treble and naturalistically
painted decoration, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£130-180

237
A collection of various baits and
mounts including a Wadham Nature
Series 3” minnow, a Wadham Boiled
Prawn, a Nevinson prawn bait, all boxed
and a collection of various mounts and
flights by Hardy et al
£70-100

238
A Hardy “Halford Priceless” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout dry fly rod, 10’3”, broad
brown silk inter-whippings, sliding nickel
silvered reel fitting, reversible butt spear,
lockfast joints, restored at some time,
1909, in bag
£120-180

239
A good Farlow Hardy “Voyager” 5 piece
cane combination trout/fly spinning
rod, 8’9”, green silk wraps, detachable
cork handle, suction joints, as new
condition, in bag
£130-180

240
A Hardy folding head landing net, ash
“V” arms, bamboo and brass mounted
handle and a small quantity of various
other items, a Hardy bamboo and brass
mounted gaff handle, a Hardy alloy rod
tube, a Salter brass 0-60lbs spring
balance, a treen bank runner and a wicker
fishing basket (Q)

£90-130
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241
A 19th Century brass  clamp fitting
winch, turned brass handle on curved
crank winding arm, triple cage pillars,
riveted block foot with clamp rod fitting
pierced to take leather pad and with lyre tail
locking screw, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£200-300

242
A scarce Chevalier Bowness & Son 4”
brass folding handle salmon winch,
turned ivory handle on waisted straight
crank winding arm, iron spring handle lock
and cut-away rim recess, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, raised rear check
housing, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved makers details, circa 1875
£200-300

243
A Hardy Marquis No.2 Salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, castle logo
spring release latch and rear tension
adjuster, little used condition and in original
cream card box
£80-120

244
A good Hardy Uniqua 3 3/8” trout fly
reel, spitfire alloy drum with ebonite handle
and nickel silver telephone drum latch,
brass foot, fixed Mk.II check and interior
stamped “T.A.” (Thomas Appleby), reel
shows only very light signs of use, 1940’s
£150-200

245
A very rare Allcock “No.4 Popular
Schooling” 3” centre pin casting reel,
mahogany and brass backed drum with
counter-balanced ebonite handle and
central milled brass tension adjuster, 
brass strap-back foot with sliding optional
check button, backplate stamped make
and model details, very good condition 
and a rarely seen example, circa 1915 
(see illustration)
£500-800

246
A Hardy Silex Major 3 ½” bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
tension screw, rear plate stamped maker
and model details, circa 1930
£140-180
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247
A scarce C. Farlow 4 ¼” narrow
drummed salmon fly winch, ivory handle
on curved crank winding arm, riveted 
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, raised
rear check housing and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved
makers name and 221 Strand, Temple Bar
address, a rarely seen example made 
circa 1845 (see illustration)

£300-500

248
An Irish bogwood salmon fisher’s priest,
tapered truncheon form and with overall
carved shamrock and geometric patterning
and “Killarney” to one panel, rope lanyard,
9 ½” long
£50-80

249
A rare Hardy Triumph 4” centre pin
trotting reel, shallow cored drum with twin
ebonite handles and brass locking screw,
alloy Bickerdyke line guide, backplate with
integral stancheon foot and brass sliding
optional check button, lacquered alloy
finish (no leading), very good overall
condition, 1930’s
£180-240

250
A very rare Ustonson & Peters 3” folding
handle brass winch, turned ivory handle
on straight crank winding arm with iron
retaining screw and spring handle lock, rim
cut-away handle recess, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, triple
cage pillars and riveted block foot, 
faceplate script engraved “Ustonson 
& Peers, Makers to the Queen, 48 Bell Yard,
Temple Bar”, only light wear to the original
patina as you would expect for a reel of 
this age, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£2500-3500

251
A scarce Jones, London 4 ½” brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned
ivory handle on straight crank winding 
arm with milled locking disc and cut-away
rim recess, block foot, quadruple cage
pillars, rear raised check housing and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate engraved
makers details, circa 1875
£200-300
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252
A scarce David Slater 3 ¾” Pioneer style
narrow drummed combination reel, alloy
backed drum with perforated ebonite front
flange, twin tapered horn handles and
central alloy three screw spring release
latch, pierced brass bridge foot, annular
line guide and alloy rear plate with sliding
optional check adjuster and stamped 
oval logo, a rarely seen model, circa 1900
(see illustration)
£150-250

253
A good David Salter Wallis Zephyr 4 ¼“
centre pin trotting reel, alloy backed
walnut drum with twin bulbous horn
handles on demi-lune brass plates alloy
three screw spring latch, pierced brass
starback foot, alloy plate stamped oval
logo and model details, circa 1905
£150-250

254
A Walker Bampton Wallace Watson No.3
4” alloy bait casting reel, shallow
arboured drum with twin xylonite handles,
patent rocking foot drum braking
mechanism and three further rim and rear
mounted casting controls, only very 
light wear to lead finish, circa 1920
£160-240

255
A London made “Civil Service Co-
operative Society” 3 ¾” brass loch
trolling winch, tapered horn handle on
straight crank winding arm set within an
anti-foul rim, block foot, quadruple raised
drum pillars (two double roller), rear raised
check housing, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate engraved retailers details, 
circa 1890
£200-300

256
A Hardy “Salt-Water No.2” built cane big
game rod, 6’9”, crimson silk wraps,
detachable greenheart handle butt with
brass screw grip reel fitting, stand-off full
open bridge rings, studlock joint, 1957, little
used condition, in bag
£200-300

257
An Edward Vom Hofe “De-Luxe” built
cane big game rod, 6’9”, gold/black
tipped whippings, detachable hard wood
handle butt with screw grip nickel silver
fittings, roller tip ring, suction joint and 
a similar Vom Hofe 6’6” big game rod,
requiring the rings to be re-whipped, 
both in original cloth bags and handle
pouches (2)
£130-180

258
A Hardy Silex Major 3 ¾” alloy bait
casting reel, twin ebonite handles, spring
release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
auxiliary rim pressure brake, ribbed brass
foot, rim mounted ivorine casting trigger,
rear quadrant weight indicator and milled
tension screw, rear plate stamped make
and model details, circa 1930 
£130-180
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259
A Hardy Perfect 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle and later fitted large 
brass spindle boss, faceplate with Rod 
In Hand trade mark and straight line logo,
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw 
and early calliper spring check mechanism,
slightly  contracted drum with (later) brass
locking screw, circa 1898
£200-300

260
A fine Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
brass foot, nickel silver line guide, rim
strapped tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, nickel silver drum retaining
screw and faceplate stamped Rod in Hand
trade mark and straight line logo, reel 
retains virtually all the original bronze patina
and lead finish, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£600-900

261
An unusual engraved brass 4”  plate wind
salmon fly reel, tapered horn handle, 
block foot, quadruple cage pillars and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with engraved
running floral and geometric bordered
patterning, reel retains virtually all the 
original dark bronze patina, circa  1900
£200-300

261a
A Hardy Super Silex 3 ½” bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite handles,
spring release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
brass foot (filed), rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger, rim tension screw, rear ivorine quadrant
weight indicator and 1928 pressure brake 
lever, wear to finish from normal use, circa 1928
£150-200

262
A rare Hardy Perfect 2 ½” wide drummed
trout fly reel, ivorine handle, pierced alloy
foot, strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper spring check mechanism, nickel silver
drum retaining screw, faceplate with raised
central spindle boss and stamped Rod in
Hand trade mark and  straight line logo, 
circa 1900 (see illustration)
£800-1200

263
A rare Chas. Farlow 5” brass folding handle
salmon winch, turned ivory handle on straight
crank winding arm with milled locking disc 
and domed iron retaining screw, block foot, five
drum pillars, rear raised check housing and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate script engraved
makers details, circa 1870 (see illustration)
£400-600
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264
A rare Hardy Perfect 3” wide drummed
trout fly reel, ivorine handle, pierced brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper spring check mechanism, nickel
silver drum retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear from
normal use only, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£600-900

265
A  good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson 
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting,  lockfast joints, 1959, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

266
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 13’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1958, light use only, in bag
£200-300

267
A fine Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 6’10”,
gold/crimson tipped whippings, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joints, 1961,
excellent condition, in later bag
£300-500

268
A superb Homer L. Jennings No. 2690 2
piece (2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 7’, #4,
honey silk wraps, wooden reel seat and
sliding nickel silver reel fittings, suction
joint, rod remains in virtually as new
condition and comes with original bag and
brass capped alloy tube
£400-600

269
A fine H.L. Leonard 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9’, crimson silk wraps,
wooden reel seat with alloy screw grip reel
fitting, reversed half wells, swollen butt
section, suction joints, rod is in as new
condition and sold with original cloth 
bag and brass capped alloy tube
£400-600

270
A fine and rare Hardy Silex Rex
multiplying bait casting reel, twin reverse
tapered ebonite handle on off-set monel
“S” scroll crank winding arm, ribbed brass
foot, level-line mechanism, rear plate 
with optional nickel silver check lever,
milled spindle tension nuts and faceplate
with small screw locking aperture holding
the spare level line pawl, faceplate
stamped maker’s details, excellent overall
condition and one of the rarest of all 
Hardy bait casting reels, produced 1935-
37 only (see illustration)
£1600-2400
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271
A Hardy Perfect 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
faceplate stamped central circular logo,
light wear to finish from normal use 
only, 1930’s
£150-250

272
A fine Allcock Aerial model 5101-T1 4 ½”
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered horn handles, 
brass B.P. line guide, stancheon foot and
rear sliding optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, rear 
plate stamped circular trade mark,
excellent overall condition, circa 1915 
(see illustration) 
£500-800

273
A fine and rare Hardy “Richard Walker
Avon” 2 piece cane Avon rod, 10’,
black/scarlet tipped silk wraps, sliding 
alloy reel fittings, suction joint, 1967, little
used condition, in bag
£250-350

274
A scarce Hardy “Perfection Roach” 2
piece cane float rod, 11’, crimson inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, very light use only and in excellent
overall condition, 1957, in bag
£200-300

275
A fine and rare Otto Zwarg 4/0
Laurentian multiplying salmon fly reel,
ebonite and nickel silver construction,
counter-balanced handle on “S” scroll
crank winding arm set within an anti foul
rim,  triple drum pillars (two double roller),
pierced foot, stamped model details, rear
plate with raised sliding optional check
button and central seven point tension
adjuster, excellent overall condition and 
in un-named later block leather case,
1940’s (see illustration)
£1200-1600

276
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3 1/8” trout fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper check mechanism, slightly dished
drum with four rim cusps and central 
nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped open oval and straight line logo’s
wear from normal use only, circa 1898
£400-600

277
A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8’, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1955, light use only
£200-300
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278
A good Hardy “J.J.H. triumph” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8’9”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1951, in bag
£160-240

279
A good Hardy “Tourney” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9’, crimson inter-whippings,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joint, 1955,
light use only, in bag
£150-250

280
A fine and rare Hardy Bouglé 3” trout fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy foot, triple
raised drum pillars (one roller), strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring
check mechanism, multi-perforated rum
with nickel silver retaining screw and
faceplate stamped central circular logo,
model name and neatly block engraved
previous owners initials , light wear from
normal use only, circa 1980 (see illustration)
£1600-2400

281
A very rare A. Evatt, London,  3 ½” brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned
ivory handle on waisted straight crank
winding arm with spring release button and
cut-away rim recess, quadruple cage
pillars, block foot, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate  engraved makers name and 6
Warwick St. address details, a very rarely
seen example of this London maker, 
circa 1845 (see illustration)
£1300-1800

282
A Hardy Uniqua 3 1/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle on “spitfire” finish drum (no
leading), nickel silver telephone drum latch,
ribbed brass foot, fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear from normal use
only, 1940’s
£120-160

283
A Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
tension screw and Mk./II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish 
and factory replacement drum, good
useable reel 1930’s
£250-350
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284
A good Hardy “No.2 A.H.E. Wood” 3
piece (2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12’,
scarlet silk wraps, crimson inter-whipped,
alloy sliding reel fitting, lockfast joints,
1946, fully restored to as new condition, 
in bag
£180-260

285
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joints, 1954, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

286
A good Sharpe’s “Eight Eight” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8’8”, #5/6, crimson
whippings, wooden reel seat with alloy
screw grip fitting, staggered ferrule, suction
joint, light use only, in bag
£130-180

287
A Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly box,
oxblood finish, interior fitted forty spring
metal clips and holding a good selection of
fully dressed and low-water salmon flies
including 14 gut eyed examples, 1940’s
£140-180

288
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T9 3”
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles, brass
stancheon foot, rear sliding optional check
button and bar spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped circular trade mark,
circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-400

289
A good Allcock Aerial model 7950-T3 3
½” narrow drum centre pin reel, caged 
and six spoked drum with twin xylonite
handles, perforated front flange (eight holes),
stamped “patent”, brass stancheon foot,
rear sliding optional check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, rear plate 
with circular trade mark, good overall
condition, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£350-550

290
A Farlow leather trout fisher’s holdall, red
velvet lined interior, brass hasp lock and 
swing carry handle, lacking internal tray, 13 ½”
x 10 ½” x 5 ¾”, stamped makers name and
with previous owner initials on applied name
panel to top, holding five various Farlow 
card boxes with a selection of various trout 
and mayflies, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£200-300
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291
A Farlow 4” brass salmon fly reel, domed
ivory handle, pierced block foot, stamped
fish logo, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, rear plate engraved
makers details and in Farlow block leather
case, circa 1890
£120-180

292
A scarce R. Lees, Perth 4 ½” rosewood
and brass Perth style salmon fly reel,
domed horn handle, bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, 
brass faceplate engraved makers details,
circa 1890
£200-300

293
A Hardy Eureka 3 ½” alloy trotting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, nickel silver telephone drum latch
and multi-perforated front plate, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted optional check
lever, backplate stamped makers details,
1930’s (see illustration)
£200-300

294
A Malloch 4” brass side casting reel with
A. Stuart, Aberdeen retailer’s details,
domed cow horn handle, swivelling foot
with integral line guide, rim mounted
optional check lever, stamped oval logo,
foot bent and a similar 4” Malloch brass
side casting reel (2)
£100-150

295
A 19th Century brass clamp fitting winch,
bone handle on curved crank winding arm
with domed iron locking screw, triple
pillared cage, fixed check mechanism,
block foot with clamp rod fitting and thumb
locking screw, circa 1840 (see illustration)
£200-300

296
A scarce Hardy brass 3 ¼” crank wind
trout/light salmon fly winch, domed cow
horn handle, bridge foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism,  faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, only light wear to
bronze patina only, circa  1895 (see
illustration)
£280-360
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297
A fine Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 3 ¼”
bait casting reel, circular off-set winding 
plate with reverse tapered ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, un-leaded drum with spring
release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and 
rear quadrant weigh indicator with nickel silver
milled tension screw, drive plate stamped
make and model details, reel is in overall
excellent condition and retains virtually all 
the original lead finish, 1930’s (see illustration)
£800-1200

298
A very rare Hardy Raised Pillar 4” brass
salmon winch, tapered cow horn handle 
on straight crank winding arm, domed
retaining screw, raised block foot, quadruple
raised drum pillars, no check mechanism,
faceplate stamped enclosed oval logo, reel
retains much of the dark bronze patina, a
rarely seen model circa 1893 (see illustration)
£2500-3500

299
A Chas Farlow & Co. 3” brass trout fly
reel,  ivory handle, block foot, stamped
fish logo, triple cage pillars and fixed
check mechanism, rear plate script
engraved makers details, retaining much
of the original dark bronze patina, circa
1890
£90-130

300
A very fine and rare Hardy 1891 Model
Brass Perfect 3” wide drummed
trout/light salmon fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, pierced stancheon foot, stamped
“107”, one third nickel silver wire line
guide, exposed dished drum with large
and small perforations and central spindle
well, strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper spring check mechanism, open
ball race with steel bearings, faceplate
with lacquered brass central band
engraved with 612 patent details and Rod
in Hand trade mark, the reel remains in
exceptional overall condition with all the
original dark bronze patina and showing
only very light signs of use, circa 1891
(see illustration)
£5000-8000
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CASED FISH, TROPHIES AND ART

301
A J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout, mounted
in aquatic setting within a bow front and gilt
lined show case, gilt inscribed “Trout, 4lbs
8ozs., Caught by P.A. Malyon, New River,
Chesham, 8th May 1937”, graduated
blue/grey backboard with applied Radnor St.
paper trade label to top right corner, 27”
wide (see illustration)
£450-650

302
A Brown Trout mounted in a naturalistic
riverbed setting within a bow fronted
display case, printed legend plaque
“Caught by W.H. Barrett at Kintbury, June
5th 1924, Weight 5lbs 10ozs.”,
graduated blue backboard with applied
mayfly,  28” wide
£250-450

303
A carved wooden Silver  Salmon, the half
block fish naturalistically painted and
mounted on mahogany rectangular
backboard with painted legend “16lbs Silver
Salmon, Captor: Peter G. Buckley on Aug.
22 1988, in Nellie Martin River, Alaska, made
by Dr. Peter Lyne”, 36” wide
£300-400

304
A scarce P.D. Malloch carved wooden

Brown Trout, naturalistically painted and
mounted on brown/green graduated
backboard with applied printed paper legend
plate “Monsal Dale Dam,  Length 16”, Girth
102, Weight 2lbs., Sept. 1928, A.N.B.”,
backboard with painted makers name to top
right corner and set within a stepped oak frame
£1200-1800

305
A fine Uam-Var Famous Scotch Whiskey

framed advert, the polychrome printed
advertisement with central rectangular panel
depicting angler’s disembarking from a boat in
loch setting within a  cream boarder with
printed details, framed and glazed,  23 ½” x 28
½” overall
£250-350

306
J. Pollard: Anglers Packing Up, coloured
aquatint engraving depicting  figures beside a
rive at the days’ end, pub. T. Helme, circa
1831, framed and glazed, image 14 ¾” x 18”
(see illustration)
£350-550
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307
G. Morland: A Party Angling, mezzotint,
depicting  six 18th Century figures in a boat,
image 13 ¼” x 16 ¼” and two further
mezzotints by the same hand; The Angler’s
Retreat and  Boys Angling, all framed and
glazed, probably published by Vicar Bros. c.
1914 (3)
£250-450

308
A reproduction black and white photograph

depicting a group shot of angling club
members outside the Trumpet public house
with various tackle , cased fish etc., framed and
glazed, 17” x 22 ½” overall
£60-90

309
Thomas McLean (pub.): A sharp Bite and

Patience in a Punt, colour engravings from a
series of  five, framed and glazed, image size 6”
x 8” (2)
£80-120

310
A fine F.W. Anstiss mounted Carp, within a
naturalistic aquatic setting, in gilt lined and bow
fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Carp 10lbs.,
Caught by Mr. A.J. Howes at Richmond Park,
September 3rd 1909”, blue painted backboard
with applied oval paper trade label to top right
corner,  30 ¾” wide (see illustration)
£800-1200

311
A J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout
mounted with fly in mouth and in a
riverbed setting within a bow fronted
display case, graduated green/grey
painted background with applied
rectangular ivorine legend plaque “S.T.C.T.,
The Nadder at Barford St Mary,  27th May
1953,  4lbs 11ozs.”, 27 ½” wide
£650-850

312
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Blue Fin Tuna (Thunnus Thynnus) by
Ronald Van Ruyckevelt, no. 75/500 of the
limited edition big game fishes series, 1966,
naturalistically painted and modelled in
leaping pose on stylised sea base and a
rectangular brass and ebonised rectangular
wooden socle,  11 ½” high (see illustration)
£300-400

**The Royal Worcester artist Ronald Van
Ruyckevelt won many awards for his  superb
execution of fish and wildlife sculptures. Born
in 1928, Van Ruyckevelt spent three years in
the ceramics school of the Royal College of
Art before moving to Worcester with his wife
Ruth (also a Worcester modeller) in 1953.
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313
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Broadbill Swordfish (Xiphias Gladius) by
Ronald Van Ruyckevelt, no. 81/500 limited
edition, 1966, naturalistically painted and
modelled in leaping pose on stylised sea
base and a rectangular ebonised wood
socle,  14 ½” high overall (see illustration)
£350-550

314
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Tarpon (Tarpon Atlanticus) by Ronald
Van Ruyckevelt, no. 151/500 limited edition,
1964, naturalistically painted and modelled
in leaping pose on stylised sea base and a
stepped satin mahogany and ebony banded
rectangular socle (see illustration)
£300-400

315
A  set of six Simpson’s bone china dinner

plates, transfer decorated various fish
species with various insect and shell
decoration within a moulded lattice border,
six English bone china side plates, transfer
fish decoration within cobalt blue and gilt
borders and a ceramic relish dish and cover,
fish decoration (13)
£70-100

316
A Golden Orfe mounted in a naturalistic
aquatic setting within a gilt lined and bow

fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Golden
Orfe, 3lbs 2ozs 4drms, Caught at
Woodbridge by Bill Penny, 17th July 1938”,
backboard bears W.F. Homer label, 30” wide
£400-600

317
A Pope mounted in an aquatic riverbed
setting within a gilt lined and bow fronted

showcase, gilt inscribed “~Pope~ Caught
by Bill Penny at Molesley 16th June 1936”,
backboard with painted reeds, 8 ½” wide
£200-300

318
A Gudgeon mounted in a setting of
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and

bow fronted case, gilt inscribed “Gudgeon
~ Wgt.  2ozs 3drms, Caught by Mr Walter,
June 16th 1940 at Hampton”,  grey/green
graduated backboard, J. Cooper & Sons
label applied to lid interior, 9 ¼” wide
£200-300
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319
A good J. Cooper & Sons Roach mounted
in a naturalistic riverbed setting within a
gilt lined flat fronted show case, gilt
inscribed “Roach, 3lbs. Caught by E.W.
Newman, June 1951”, graduated grey/green
backboard with applied Bath Rd., trade label
to top right corner, verso applied paper
invoice from Don’s of Edmonton, detailing
the previous owners and indicating the fish
as having been caught from Dibden Lake, 21
½”  wide (see illustration)
£500-800

320
W.F. Homer Bream set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Bream
6lbs 12 ¼ozs, Caught by H.J. Godfrey at
Pangbourne, December 8th 1951”,
backboard with painted reed decoration and
applied trade label to top right corner, 29 ½”
wide (see illustration)
£600-900

321
Henry Wilkinson: hand coloured engraving
of an angler netting a trout, pencil signed
and dedication dated 1984 to border, framed
and glazed,  14 ¾” x 14 ¾” overall
£90-130

322
A framed display of  eight Anthony
Townsend salmon flies, the limited edition
frame numbered 13/100 with fully dressed
salmon flies displayed on nylon casts and
before a K.C. Hunt engraving entitled salmon
Leaping”, pencil signed by both tyer and artist,
gilt slip, maple frame,  16 ¼” x 20 ¼” overall
£130-180

323
John Russell Snr.: Two angler’s netting a
fish, watercolour, signed and dated 1881,
verso Malcolm Innes Gallery label, framed and
glazed, 15” x 18 ½” overall (see illustration)
£400-600

324
Charles Jardine: Four pencil studies of
trout, framed as one, each pencilled signed
and Charles Jardine: Rocxky Mountain Way,
watercolour of a rainbow trout, pencil
inscribed and dated Autumn ‘82, framed and
glazed (2)
£100-150
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325
A Fochaber’s studio carved wooden

salmon, the naturalistically painted half block
fish with relief fins (some damage) and
mounted onto a chamfered edge rectangular
oak backboard with painted legend 
“36lbs Killed by W. Turner on the “Hermitage
“, River Shannon, March 22, 1904, Length
41 inches, Girth inches”, 48” wide 
(see illustration)
£1500-2500

326
A Hardy style carved wooden cock

salmon,  the half block naturalistically
painted model with relief fins and mounted
onto a rectangular pitched pine backboard
with applied ivorine legend plaque; “43lbs.
Salmon (Male), Length 48 ½” x Girth 25 ½”,
Taken by Philip Moreland with a 3” Silver
Minnow, from the Rock Pool, Ingestone
Fishery, River Wye, Herefordshire, 21st Feb.
1913”,  22” x 60 ½” overall, it is likely this
example was commissioned through a local
tackle retailer, possibly  Herbert Hatton of
Hereford and was executed in the Hardy
style (see illustration)
£1000-1500

327
Bernard Venables: Summer Idyll,
depicting a fly fisherman  landing a fish on
the Wiltshire Avon at Salisbury,
watercolour, signed framed and glazed, 27
½” x 34 ¾” overall, exhibit No.82 from the
1983 B.V. exhibition, East Grafton, Wilts.
and illustrated (page 72) in the book;
Illustrated Memoir’s of a Fisherman (see
illustration)
£800-1000

328
George Parson Norman: Fritton Decoy,

monochrome lithograph, framed and
glazed, image 11” x 17”
£120-160

329
A Royal Doulton Isaac Waltonware jug

of slender conical form, flared base,
transfer decorated with 17th gentleman
angler’s within a running border of verse
and tree lined landscape, signed Noke, 8
¼” high
£100-150
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330
A rare Royal Doulton Isaac Waltonware
shouldered milk jug of squat cylindrical

form with tapered base, transfer decorated
with 17th gentleman angler’s within a running
border of verse and tree lined landscape,
signed Noke,  4 ½” high (see illustration)
£150-250

331
A set of three Royal Doulton Isaac

Waltonware taper stick holders, each of
square shouldered bulbous form and transfer
decorated with 17th gentleman angler’s
within a running border of verse and tree
lined landscape, signed Noke, 4” and 2
1/43” high
£90-130

332
Two items of Royal Doulton Isaac
Waltonware; a cylindrical taper stick

holder and a small circular pin tray, both
transfer decorated with 17th gentleman
angler’s within a running border of verse and
tree lined landscape, signed Noke and a
bone china plate with transfer decorated
amusing angling scene with decorative
border (3)
£70-100

333
A pair of Chub mounted in a naturalistic
setting within a gilt lined bow fronted

case,  backboard with painted reeds and
applied paper legend plate “Chub taken from
the River Rhoding, Aug 1903 by Cyril Baxter,
Wgt. 3lbs”, Homer label to top left corner,
30” wide
£400-600

334
A W.F. Homer case of two Tench mounted
in aquatic setting within a gilt lined bow
fronted case, gilt inscribed “Tench, Caught
by J.C. Turner, Aug. 10th 1902, Wgt. 3
½lbs.”,  backboard with applied trade label,
case a.f.,  28 ¾” wide
£300-400

335
A Rudd  mounted in naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined and flat fronted case, gilt
inscribed “Rudd, 2lbs 2ozs 2drms, Caught
at Sawbridge by W. Kent, 16th July 1929”,
green painted backboard with applied
Homer label, 17 ½” wide
£200-300

336
A J. Cooper & Sons Barbel, mounted in a
naturalistic riverbed setting within a gilt lined
and bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed
“Barbel 8¾lbs, Caught & Presented by G.H.
Stephens to Prince-of-Wales A.S. at
Christchurch, 18th June 1950”, green
backboard with applied  Bath Rd. trade label
to top right corner,  34” wide (see illustration)
£1000-1500
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337
Three hand coloured book plates
depicting various flies and fishing

implements, a pair of coloured book
plates of Gilaroo and Salmon-Trout (Couch)
and a Peter Deane tied Black Gnat trout fly,
verso detailed (6)
£90-130

338
Three 19th Century French hand

coloured plates of Salmones; Salmon,
Grayling and Brown Trout, each with line
drawing profile detail below specimen,
framed and glazed, 16 ¼” x 21” overall (3)
£80-120

339
Sheila Tilmouth: four limited edition

colour prints; Last Chance, 153/850;
Pike Strikes, 199/500; Carp to Crust,
463/500 and Tempting the Tench,
463/500, framed and glazed, verso applied
paper certificates of authenticity (4)
£130-180

340
A Prussian Carp mounted in naturalistic
setting with a flat fronted and gilt lined

showcase, painted backboard with
applied paper legend plate “Prussian Carp
(Carrasius Vulgaris), Hampton Court,”, 16
½” wide
£200-300

341
An Eel  mounted in riverbed setting, gilt
lined flat front show case, green painted
backboard with hand written legend 
and J. Coopper label, eel head with moth
damage and requiring restoration, 39 
½” wide
£200-300

342
A Pike set amongst aquatic vegetation

within a gilt lined bow front case, gilt
inscribed “Caught in Hanmer Mere, Nov 16th
1923, Wgt. 17lbs”, painted backboard with
applied J. Cooper & Sons trade label, 44”
wide (see illustration)
£500-800

343
A cased Pike and Perch mounted in
naturalistic setting within a gilt lined and

bow fronted display case, blue painted
backboard with hand-written legend plate
“Luton Hoo, September 1990”, 46” wide
£350-550

344
A carved wooden model of a Brook

Trout, the half block fish naturalistically
painted and mounted on oak backboard
with applied brass plaque “Brook Trout
5lbs 13ozs Carved by A.J. Hall November
1989“, 27” wide
£90-130

345
A Char mounted in naturalistic setting
with a gilt lined and bow fronted show

case, gilt inscribed “Char, Caught by J.
Unsworth, Lake Windemere, North Basin,
April 15th 1995”, green backboard with A.
Hall taxidermy label,  16” wide
£200-300
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346
A J. Cooper & Sons Tench set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined flat

fronted case, blue backboard with applied
paper legend plaque “Caught by G. Cresswell,
June 23rd 1915, Radnor Mere, Alderley Park,
Weight 4lbs 12ozs”, Radnor St. trade label 
to top right corner, 26 ¾” wide
£400-600

347
H.L. Rolfe: Still life study of three Brown

Trout in rocky landscape, oil on board,
framed with gilt plaque “Brown Trout ~ H.L.
Rolfe 1865/1870”, 17” x 26 ½” (see illustration)
£2000-3000

BOOKS AND CATALOGUES

348
Lamond H.: The Sea-Trout, A Study in Natural
History, 1916, 1st ed., 9 col. plts., 63 illust., 
4to, orig. green clo. and Day F.: British and 
Irish Salmonidae, 1887, 12 plates. 9 being in
colour, orig. green cloth. (2)
£130-180

349
Maxwell Sir. H.: British Fresh Water Fish,

1904, 12 col. plates., dec. green cloth.; Aflalo
F.G.: British Salt Water Fish, 1904, col. 
plates.  dec. green cloth. and  Melner S. &
Kessler H.: Great Fishing tackle Catalogues,
1972, b/w illust., h.b. (3)
£90-130

350
Schmookler P.  Sils I.: Rare and Unusual
Fly Tying Materials: A Natural History,

Vol. 1 - Birds, 1997, lrg. format, col. photo
plts, throughout text, d.w.
£130-180

351
Venables Bernard: Guide to Angling
Waters (South East England), 1954 1st
ed., col. and b/w text illust. and maps to rear,
h.b. with dust jacket
£100-150

352
Turner G.: Fishing Tackle - A Collector’s
Guide, 1989 1st ed., illus. throughout text,
h.b., d.w. and Sandford C.: Best of British
Baits, 1997 1st ed., photo illust., h.b., d.w. (2)
£60-90

353
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The Masters,
The Men and their Reels, ltd. ed. 92/125,
signed by the author, facs. shares certificate
pasted into front leaf, colour, b/w illus.
throughout text, full tan cf. bdg., in slip case
£350-450

354
Jardine Sir. Wm.: British Salmonidae,
1979 ltd. Ed. 164/500 facs. copy of the
1839-45 original, 12 col. plates, text illust.
large folio, qt. brown morr. bdg., slip case
£160-240

355
Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1906, “O” edition,
pictorial covers, scuffed, spine worn
£130-180

356
Hardy Anglers’ Guide, 1914, 40th ed.,
pictorial cover, scuffed
£90-130
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357
A Hardy Anglers’ Guide, 1926, 48th ed.,
front cover trimmed at base and a Hardy
Anglers’ Guide, 1927, 49th ed. with order
form insert (2)
£100-150

358
A Hardy Anglers’ Guide, 1931, 53rd ed.,
pict. cover and a Hardy Anglers’ Guide,
1929, lacking cover (2)
£40-70

359
Au Pêcheur Ecossais tackle catalogue,

1914, pict. cover, b/w text illust. including
Wadham, Hardy, Farlow and other British
tackle
£60-90

360
John Forrest Fishing Rods & Tackle List,

c.1931, b/w text and photo illust. and a
Carswell Co. Tackle Catalogue, 1909,
contents shaken (2)
£70-100

The following two lots were formerly the
property of Frederick M. Halford and were
originally sold through Angling Auctions in
April 2005

361
Malloch P.D.: Life History and Habits of

the Salmon,Sea-Trout, Trout and Other
Freshwater Fish, 1910 London 1st ed., ink
inscribed “Frederic M. Halford, 6 Pembridge
Place, W., April 28th 1910”, 239 illust.,
264pp, original grey cloth binding with two
b/w photographs to upper cover
£400-600

362
Hofland T.C.: The British Angler’s Manual

or the Art of Angling in England, Scotland,
Wales and Ireland, 1848 London, new
edition revised  and enlarged by E. Jesse, 
ink inscribed “Frederic M. Halford, 35
Inverness Terrace, October 3rd 1880”, full
page engraved plates, woodcuts, 410pp,
original green cloth binding, contents loose,
some foxing and damp damage
£150-250

Other properties

363
Frank Hugh G.: A Fly-Fishing Diary,
1956, ltd. ed. of 130 copies, ink signed by
author, b/w photo illust., h.b. d.w., signed
compliment slip with a small collection 
of peacock herl feathers
£100-150

364
The Book of the Piscatorial Society 1836-

1936, col. frontis, b/w photo plts., green 
cloth with gilt emblem, gilt top
£100-150

364a
Bulller F.: Pike, 1971 1st ed., b/w photo
illust with text drawings, h.b., d.w. and
Walker R.: The Best of Coarse Fishing, 198,
h.b., d.w. (2)
£50-80

365
Taylor Fred J.: Fishing Here and There,
1970 1st ed., b/w photo plts., d.w. ex-libris
with ink dedication from the author to fly
page, v.good copy
£80-120
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365a
O’Reilly T.: The Waters of Life, 2001,
de-luxe ltd. ed. 20/25, b/w text illust.,
green cf. bdg. with impressed fish dec.,
ribbed spine, g.e., slip case
£70-100

366
Grey Sir Edward: Fly Fishing, 1930, lg.
paper ltd ed. 83/150, signed by the 
author, 10 full pg. wood eng. by Eric Fitch
Daglish, additional signed plate, full vellum
bdg. with gilt fly emblem, gilt top
£400-600

366a
Lockhart Sir Robert Bruce: My Rod 

My Comfort, 1949 ltd. ed. 488/500, 
full page wood engs. by J. Gaastra,
printed on handmade paper, quarter
vellum bdg., d.w.
£100-150

367
Traherne M.: Be Quiet and go a-Angling,

1949 1st ed.,  illust. by B.B. (D.J. Watkins-
Pitchford), blue clo. bdg. with silver
kingfisher emblem, d.w.
£100-150

367a
Horrocks J.: Fliegenfischerei, facs. ltd.
ed. 60/100, c.2007, col. frontis and plates
of flies, green clo. with gilt dec. and
Ruhmer Dr. Karl: Die Susswasserfische
und Krebse, 1952, col. photo plts. of fish
species, red clo. bdg (2)
£60-90

368
A very interesting collection of

approximately 200 fishing licences,
cards and day tickets, various fisheries
including Ribble, Coquet, Driffield, Tees,
Tyne, Usk, Tamar, Wye,  Dart, Conway et al,
various dates including early 19th Century
examples (Q)
£250-350

369
B.B.: Confessions of a Carp Fisher, 1950
1st ed., illust. by the author, green clo. d.w.
and B.B.: The Fiserman’s Bedside Book,
1945, blue clo., d.w. (2)
£100-150

369a
A similar lot (2)
£100-150

370
Walker R. & Ingham M.: Drop Me A Line,

1953 1st ed., signed by Richard Walker, 
b/w photo plts. and text illust, d.w.; Walker
R.: Walker’s Pitch, 1959 1st ed., bv/w
photoplts., d.w. and Walker R.: Still-Water
Angling, 1965,  b/w photo illust., d.w. (3)
£120-180

370a
Stone Peter: Bream and Barbel, 1963 1st
ed., Angling Times, b/w photo plts. and text
illust., d.w., Taylor F.J.: The Upper Great
Ouse, 1960 1st ed.,  b/w maps and text
illust., green clo. and Taylor F.J.: Tench
Fishing, 1962 1st ed., Angling Times, p.b. (3)
£120-180
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371
Walker R. & Ingham M.: Drop Me A Line,

1953 1st ed., b/w photo plts. and text 
illust, blue clo.; Walker R.: Still-Water Angling,
1960 3rd ed.,  b/w photo plts. and text illust.,
green clo. and  four further vols. by the 
same author; Trout Fishing, 1982, d.w.; Fly
Dressing Innovations, 1974 1st ed., signed by
the author, h.b.; Carp Fishing, 1962 2nd ed.,
p.b. and Catching Fish 1981, d.w. (6)
£100-150

371a
Sparrow W. Shaw: Angling in British Art

Through Five Centuries, 1st ed., 1923,
London, 200 illust., 39 in colour, original blue
cloth bdg.
£90-130

372
SA. Allcock Tackle Catalogue, List 32, text
illust. h.b. lg. 4to., W.J. Cummins tackle
catalogue, 27th ed., 1932-33 and Westley
Richards tackle catalogue, c. 1928 (3)
£100-150

372a
Fly-Fisher’s Club 1884-1934, nd. c.1934, col.
frontis, b/w photo plts., blue clo. with gilt club
emblem and Taverner E. & Service D.: The Fly-
Fisher’s Club Library Catalogue 1935,  b/w
frontis and plts., green clo., (2)
£90-130

373
Skues G.E.M.: Side-Lines, Side-Lights &

Reflections, 1932, 8 b/w illust., brown clo. and
two further vols. by the same author; Minor
Tactics of the Chalk Stream, 1910, col. frontis
of flies, brown clo. and The Way of a Trout with
a Fly,  1921, b/w frontis of flies, brown clo. (3)
£140-240

373a
Skues G.E.M.: Nymph Fishing for Chalk

Stream Trout, 1939 1st ed., col. frontis,
two plts., brown clo., ex-libris (Maurice
Headlam) copy and three further vols. by
the same author; Minor Tactics of the Chalk
Stream, 1910, col. frontis of flies, brown
clo.; Side-Line, Side-Lights & Reflections,
1932, b/w illust., brown clo. and The Way
of a Trout with a Fly, 1928, 2nd ed., 3 full
plts., brown clo. (4)
£160-260

374
Medwin T.: The Angler in Wales, 2 vols.,
1834 London, 2 eng. frontis plts., 50 eng.
vignettes, orig. green gf. bdg, ribbed 
spines with gilt dec. (2)
£130-180

374a
Martin J.W. (The Trent Otter): Days Among

the Pike and Perch, nd, c.1907, pencil
signed and number 168, bv/w phot frontis
and text illust., green dec. clo. bdg and
Martin J.W. (Trent Otter): My Fishing days
and Fishing Ways, 1906, pencil signed and
numbered 274, b/w photo frontis and 
text illust. dec. green clo. bdg. (2)
£130-180

375
Halford F.M.: Modern Development of the

Dry Fly, 1923 2nd ed., col. plts. and b/w text
illust., re-bound in hf. Black Morr. Bdg.,
marbled boards, ribbed spine and Ephemera
(Ed. Fitzgibbon): Handbook of Angling, 1848,
hf. green morr bdg. (2)
£100-150
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375a
Halford F.M.: Dry-Fly Entomolgy, 1902,
2nd ed., col. plts. of flies, folding plts. and
b/w text illust., re-bound in hf. morr. bdg. gilt
dec ribbed spine and two further vols.;
Howlet R.: The Angler’s Sure Guide, 1706,
eng. frontis, full pg. eng. plt. of fish, re-bound
in hf. cf. bdg. and Red Quill: The Delightful
Life of Pleasure on the Thames, 1912, green
clo. (3)
£200-300

376
Halford F.M.: Dry-Fly Fishing, 1899, rev.
ed., 18 plts. including hand col. plts. of flies,
re-bound in hf. morr. bdg, ribbed spine, ex-
libris Fly Fisher’s Club copy and Geen P.:
Days Stolen for Sport, 1905, b/w photo
illust., blue clo. (2)
£80-120

376a
Sheringham H.T.: An Open Creel. 1910, 1st
ed., red clo. bdg. and two further vols. by the
same author; Trout Fishing, Memories and
Morals, 2nd ed. orig. dec. clo. and Coarse
Fishing, 1912, 1st ed., orig. dec. clo. (3)
£80-120

377
Sheringham H.T.: An Anglers Hours,
1905, 1st ed., authors personal copy with
book plate and applied newspaper cutting,
green clo. and two further vols.; Sheringham
& Studdy: Fishing, It’s Cause, Treatment 
an Cure, 1925, 1st ed., b/w illust. by Studdy
and Sheringham H.T.: Elements of Angling,
1980, 1st ed., red. clo. (3)
£90-130

377a
Chalmers P.R.: At the Tail of the Weir,
1932, 1st ed., b/w vignettes, orig. clo. and
six further vols. by various authors, all cloth
bound (7)
£50-80

378
Senior W. (Red Spinner): Sport and

Colonial Life, 1890, orig. brown clo. and
six further vols. by the same author (7)
£70-100

378a
McClellend H.G.: The Trout Fly Dresser’s

Cabinet of Devices, 1899, 1st ed., b/w
text illust., h.b. and five further Fishing
Gazette pub. vols; Hutton J.: Rod Fishing
for Salmon on the Wye, 1930; Mosely M.E.:
Insect Life of a Trout Stream, 1926, 1st ed.;
Wauton C.A.: Trout Fisher’s Entomology,
1930; Jackson W.S.: Notes of a Fly-Fisher,
1927 and McClelland H.G.: How to Tie Flies
for Trout, 1931, all with orig. clo. bdg. (6)
£100-150

379
Spence E.F.: The Pike Fisher, 1928, 1st
ed., b/w photo plts. and text illust., dec.
blue clo.;  and seven further vols. on 
pike fishing, various authors including
Hampton, Turrell, Spencer et al (8)
£80-120

379a
Reiger G.(ed): The Undiscovered Zane

Grey Fishing Stories, 1983, 1st ed.,  b/w
illust., h.b., d.w.; Babson S.M.: Bone
Fishing, 1965, 1st ed., d.w. and seven
further angling vols., various authors and
subjects (9)
£70-100
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380
Bickerdyke J.: Sea-Fishing, l895 ltd. ed.
37/250, frontis, 21 plts. b/w text illus., hf.
blue morr. bdg., gilt top
£70-100

381
Taylor S.: Angling In All Its Branches,
1800, in three parts, uncut copy in modern
hf. brown cf. bdg.
£70-100

382
Blakey R.: Historical Sketches of the
Angling Literature of All Nations, 1st ed.,
1856,  orig. green clo. bdg.
£70-100

383
Cholmondeley-Pennell: Fishermans Magazine
and Review, 1864/65, 2 vols., 10 col. plts.,
b/w illus. and plts., hf. cf. bdg. (2)
£90-130

384
Mayer A.M.: Sport with Rod and Gun in
Americam Woods and Waters, c. 1885,
b/w illus. throughout text, qt. red morr. bdg.,
and  Francis F. and Cooper A.W.: Sporting
Sketches, 1878, engs. by Edmund Evans,
hf. tan cf. bdg. (2)
£100-150

385
Angler’s Evenings, papers by members 
of the Manchester Anglers Assc., 3 vols,
1880, 1182 and 1894, pict. clo. bdg. (3)
£60-90

386
Francis Francis: A Book of Angling, 1885
6th rev. ed. full pg. plts including hand 
col. flies, original red clo. bdg. and Pryce-
Tannatt T.E.: How To Dress Salmon Flies,
1914 London, 12 full pg. plts., 8 in colour.
modern hf. cf. bdg. (2)
£130-180

387
Walton I. & Cotton C.: The Compleat

Angler, 1897 ed. by R. Le Gallienne, illus. 
by Edmund New, pict. green clo., another
copy, Sir John Hawkins, 1825 ed., hf. cf.
bdg. and two further copies (4)
£80-120

388
Wanless A.: Complete Works, eighteen
volumes dating 1931-1953, all pub. by
Herbert Jenkins including two scarce soft
cover booklets (18)
£90-130

389
Dewar G.A.B.: Life and Sport in

Hampshire, 1st ed. 1908, photo plts and
col. illus.,  gilt dec. blue clo. bdg. and Hills
J.W.: A Summer on the Test, 2nd ed. 1930,
illus. by Norman Wilkinson, modern hf. 
tan cf. bdg. (2)

£70-100

390
Mackintosh A.: The Modern Fisher or

Driffield Angler, in Two Parts and to 
which is added instructions for Shooting
and Coursing, n.d. Derby, 249 pp, modern
hf. tan cf. bdg. and Jesse E.: An Angler’s
Rambles, 1st ed. 1836, tan cf. bdg. with 
gilt dec. spine (2)
£100-150
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390a
Brennand G.: Halcyon - An Anglers

Memories, 1968 ltd. ed. 614/1000, illus.
by John Yale and six further angling vols.
various (7)
£60-90

391
Fisher P.: The Angler’s Souvenir, 1886,
full pg. and margin illust. and four 
further vols; Marston (ed): Fishing For
Pleasure; Dovedale Revisited; The Amateur
Angler in Dovedale and An Old Man’s
Holiday, all clo. bdg. (5)
£70-100

392
Richard Walker Angling Library: 3 vols;
Righyni R.V.: Grayling, 1968 1st ed.; 
Lawrie W.H.: Modern Trout Flies, 1972 1st
ed. and Oglesby A.: Salmon, 1971 1st ed.,
d.w.’s (3)
£60-90

392a
Webster D.: The Angler and the Loop

Rod,  1885, frontis, hand col. plt of flies,
two further vols. Of Scottish interest and a
typed letter from P.D. Malloch dated 15th
June 1925 (4)
£70-100

393
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 54th ed., 1934;
two further Hardy guides; 1937 and 1951
and two supplement for 1935 and Super
Bottom Fishing
£100-150

394
A Farlow & Co. Ltd Tackle List, circa
1925, soft covers, another Farlow
catalogue, 1960, an Allcock Angler’s
Guide, 1938-39 and six further various
catalogues by Hardy, ABU and Balp (9)
£100-150

395
Jesse E.: An Angler’s Rambles, 1836,
cf. bdg., spine damaged, four 20th
Century copies of Walton & Cotton’s
Compleat Angler, various pubs and three
various other vols (8)
£60-90

396
Wanless A.: Threadline Fishing for

Trout & Sea-Trout, nd., d.w. and a
collection of  11 Wanless style  tackle
releasers and va collection of various
other angling vols. including annuals,
magazines et al (Q)
£50-80

397
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1914, 40th 
ed., pict. covers, some rubbing and
general wear
£120-160

398
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1912, 39th ed.,
pict covers and a Hardy Angler’s Guide,
1915, 451st ed., lacking back cover (2)
£120-160

399
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1928, 50th ed.
and two further Hardy Guides; 1950,
52nd ed. and 1931 53rd ed. (3)
£120-160
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RODS, REELS AND ACCESSORIES CONT:

400
A very rare Hardy  Pomeroy West Indian

Tarpon Reel, the 5 1/8” hardened gun metal
centre pin reel having a caged drum fitted with
twin bulbous ivorine handles mounted on
nickel silver elliptical plates, central knurled
drum tension nut with domed locking screw,
Bickerdyke line guide, cruciform stancheon
foot and rim mounted ivorine handled Silex
Action brake mechanism and milled optional
check lever, rear plate stamped make and
check details, light wear only and a rarely seen
model produced 1909-1913 only, this
example has the earlier style of stepped drum
core dating its manufacture to the 1909-1911
period (see Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The
Masters pgs. 414-418), (see illustration)
£2500-3500

401
A rare Hardy 3 ½” Combined Fly and

Spinning alloy reel, lipped faceplate 
with twin ivorine handles and central raised
spindle boss, brass bridge foot, quadruple
drum pillars, rear sliding optional check
button and raised brass spindle tension
regulating screw, backplate stamped
enclosed oval logo, reel retains much of the
original lead finish, very small corrosion 
mark to rear rim (see illustration)
£1000-1500

402
A rare Hardy Ferris 3 ¾” alloy salmon fly

reel, ebonite handle, perforated drum face,
three screw spring drum latch, brass foot
neatly filed), nickel silver revolving line guide,
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, backplate stamped makers, no
model details, some slight corrosion marks,
mainly to rear rim otherwise light overall wear
from normal use only, a rarely seen model
produced 1925-1932 (see Drewett J: Hardy
Brothers pg. 196) (see illustration)
£700-1000

403
A scarce David Slater 4” ebonite

combination reel, alloy backed ebonite drum
with twin tapered horn handles and central
brass three screw drum latch, German silver
rear rim, brass annular line guide, waisted
bridge foot, ebonite backplate with sliding
optional check button and four screw alloy
spindle boss, stamped oval logo, circa 1900
£120-180
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404
A Jones, London, 3 ½” brass salmon winch,

turned ivory handle on curved crank winding
arm, raised rear check housing and  block foot,
reel has been later multi-perforated, engraved
faceplate and a Malloch 3 ½” brass salmon fly
reel, also with later perforated backplate  and
drum, and with additional optional check lever
to raised check housing (2)
£100-150

405
A large brass 6 ¾” sea centre pin reel,  twin
treen baluster handles mounted on cross-bar
arm, caged and ventilated drum, large “U”
shaped foot bracket with rear optional sliding
check button and exposed calliper check
mechanism, similar in design to the Holland
patent reel but with no patent details, circa 1920
£80-120

406
A brass and ebonite 4” salmon fly reel,

domed horn handle on brass winding 
plate, twin German silver rims, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, an Army & Navy 3 ½” brass and
ebonite salmon fly reel of similar design and 
a 4” similar salmon reel a.f. (3)
£120-180

407
An Allcock Match Aerial 4 ½” narrow drum

trotting reel, grey finish, caged and six 
spoked drum with twin composition handles,
rear optional check button and chromed 
foot and a similar reel with black finish, both 
in used condition (2)
£120-160

408
An Allcock Aerial Popular 3” centre pin
reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
optional check button and  bar spring check
mechanism, rear plate stamped Stag 
logo, 1930’s
£140-180

409
A pair of Allcock model C.815 4 ½” centre
pin reels, each with caged and six spoked
drum, twin black composition handles,
chrome foot and rear optional check lever
and bar spring check mechanism, grey
enamel finish, 1960’s (2)
£130-180

410
An Allcock Sea Aerial model  8916 4”
centre pin sea reel, ebonite construction
with caged drum, twin xylonite handles, brass
foot and  brass bound rear plate with sliding
optional check button, cracked backplate,
1940’s and an Allcock Aerial Popular 4”
centre pin reel, twin xylonite handles, brass
foot and optional check button (2)
£140-180

411
Three various ABU Cardinal fixed spool
reels; a 66x with two tone brown finish; a 66
with two tone green finish and a 6 with
gold/black finish, each with rear tension
adjuster and full bail arm (3)
£100-150

412
A pair of ABU Cardinal 44 fixed spool
reels, two tone green finish, rear tension
adjuster and full bail arm and a pair of ABU
444a fixed spool reels of similar design (4)
£100-150
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413
An ABU Cardinal 77 fixed spool reel, two
tone green finish, rear tension adjuster, sliding
optional check button, full bail arm, another
similar Cardinal 77 reel and a Record 700 fixed
spool reel, grey stove enamel finish (3)
£90-130

414
A pair of Record ABU 444 fixed spool

reels, pale blue enamel finish, rear tension
adjuster, optional check lever, full bail arm
and three ABU 333 fixed spool reels,
black/grey finish, rear tension regulator,
optional check button to side plate (5)
£130-180

415
Three ABU Cardinal 40 fixed spool reels, each
with finish, rear tension regulator, sliding optional
check button to side plate, full bail arm (3)
£80-120

416
A Pioneer ebonite 3 ½” centre pin reel, brass
backed drum with perforated front flange, 
twin composition handles and four screw 
spring release latch, starback foot with  sliding
optional check button, a brass and ebonite
Jardine style 3” trout fly reel, German silver rims,
pierced foot, ventilated brass faceplate with horn
handle, backplate hairline cracked and another
Heaton’s 2 ½” brass and ebonite trout fly reel (3)
£100-150

417
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel,

right hand wind folding ebonite handle, 
full bail arm and another Hardy Altex No.2
Mk.IIII fixed spool reel, left hand wind, 
lacking drum locking nut (2)
£90-130

418
An Ogden & Scotford 3 12/” brass

Hercules style salmon fly reel, domed
ivorine handle on raised faceplate, waisted
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, a similar  Army Navy 3 ¼”
light salmon fly reel, polished finish and three
various un-named brass plate wind light
salmon fly reels (5)
£130-180

419
An Allcock Aerial Popular 3 ½” centre pin

reel and original card box, reel with caged
and six spoked drum, twin xylonite handles,
brass foot, rear sliding optional check button
and  bar spring check mechanism, light 
use only, in card box, circa 1940
£150-250

420
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 2 ¾” alloy

bait casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate,  ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine bar casting trigger, rear
quadrant weight indicator and milled rim
tension screw, drive plate stamped make
and model details, light wear from normal
use only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£500-800
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421
A Hardy Perfect 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks) rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
faceplate with central circular logo, light
overall wear from normal use, 1930’s
£140-180

422
A rare Hardy Fortuna 6” big game centre

pin sea reel, twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles on brass cross-bar winding arm
mounted above a six point capstan star
drag, Andreas patent anti-reverse drum
mechanism, brass block foot, rear mounted
optional check lever, backplate stamped
make and model details, very good overall
condition, 1930’s (see illustration)
£500-800

423
A C. Farlow “The Badminton Salmon Fly

Book” pigskin salmon fly wallet, wrap-
around strap, interior fitted  end pouch cast
pockets, felt dampers and parchment
leaves with ribbon fly holders and printed
pattern names to each leaf, gilt stamped
makers name, contents loose, circa 1885
and a Wheatley pigskin salmon fly wallet of
similar design (2)
£100-150

424
A Hardy Houghton Cast Case, pigskin
wallet fitted chamois cast holders, gilt
stamped sizes, a Hardy faux crocodile cast
wallet and three further cast wallets by
Hardy, Cummins and Paley (5)
£90-130

425
A Hardy alloy salmon fly box, fitted swing
leaf and nickel silver spring clips, lid with
applied nickel silver oval trade plaque, a
Wheatley alloy salmon fly box fitted Hardy
Security clips, a Wheatley Kilroy salmon fly
box and six various other Wheatley alloy
salmon and trout fly boxes (9)
£100-150

426
A Hardy brass salmon spring balance,
0-50lbs, swing handle and steel fish 
hook, a brass extending salmon gaff,
turned treen handle, a black japanned lure
box containing various bait mounts and 
a collection of various other items including
a block leather reel case, a Beswick trout
a.f., cast cases et al (Q)
£90-130

427
An American New York style 2 ¾” brass

multiplying winch, turned ebonite handle on
off-set “S” scroll counter-balanced crank
winding arm, block foot, triple cage pillars,
no check, foot stamped “150”, circa 1870
£160-240
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428
A Hardy Super Silex 4” bait casting reel,
twin ebonite handles, spring drum latch,
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger, rear
ivorine quadrant weight indicator and knurled
rim tension screw, rear plate stamped 
make and model details, light wear from
normal use only, 1930’s
£180-260

429
A good Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, nickel silver rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
drum with nickel silver retaining screw,
faceplate  stamped central circular logo, light
wear to finish from normal use only, circa 1930
£350-450

430
A scarce Allcock Paragon 2 ½” brass bait,
the fish shaped lure with twin amber/black
spot glass eyes, incised scale decoration and
mounted on a central revolving spindle, circa
1910 (see illustration)
£200-300

431
A fine 19th century gutta percha 4 ¼” lure,
the naturalistic fish shaped bait with
gold/green painted decoration, twin
amber/black spot glass eyes, horn tail and
twin gilt metal spinning vanes, on original gimp
trace with flying rear treble, circa 1875 
(see illustration)
£300-400

432
A very rare Hardy No.2 Wake Lure,
the 1 7/8” balsawood skittle shaped lure 
painted with brown/silver decoration and
with twin flying trebles mounted on gut
traced, body of lure stamped makers name,
in Hardy white card box, a rarely seen sea-
trout lure (see illustration)
£350-550

433
An Allcock Popular 3” centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
optional check button and bar spring 
check mechanism, 1930’s
£150-200

434
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon”

2 piece coarse rod, 10’, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, flared cork handle and London 
transfer label, no bag
£160-240
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435
A Warner 3 piece greenheart trout fly
rod, 11’, black silk whippings, patent brass
adjustable screw locking reel fitting, butt
cap stamped fish and crossed spears logo,
circa 1890, no bag
£80-120

436
A fine Army & Navy crocodile skin fly
fisher’s wallet, interior gilt stamped
retailers details an d fitted twin end pouch
pockets, felt damper pads and parchment
fly and cast leaves, containing a good
selection of  trout flies to gut casts, interior
ink inscribed presentation details and
dated 1901, wrap-around strap, circa 1900
£200-300

437
A fine and rare 19th Century pigskin
trout fly wallet, green leather case with
wrap around-strap, interior fitted six hide
panels each with six compartments and
holding thirty parchment envelopes with
printed pattern names including Artful
Dodger, Professor, Sam Slick, Slater et al
and containing a good selection of flies to
gut, circa 1880
£300-400

438
An A.W. Croft “Crofter” 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 6’, #4, black silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, very good
overall condition, no bag
£90-130

439
A scarce J.K. Wheeldon “Quadrate No.

1”  2 piece cane trout fly rod, 7’9”, #4/5,
square section cane, marbled green silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
built May 1991, unused condition, no bag
£140-180

440
A good Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece cane

trout fly rod, 10’, #7, gold/black tipped
wraps, gold silk inter-whippings, anodised
sliding reel fitting,  suction joints, 1963, 
light use, in bag
£160-240

441
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)

cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #8, crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1963, little used condition,
in bag
£180-260

442
A Hardy “Murdoch” 3 piece (2 tips) cane

salmon fly rod, 11’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel 
fitting, lockfast joints, 1907, spare tip short,
in bag and a Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece 
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12’, crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip 
reel fitting, lockfast joints, 1933, spare tip
short, in bag (2)
£120-180

443
An Oliver’s of Kenilworth cane
“Ultralight” 2 piece loch style trout 

fly rod, 10’, #4,  custom built for P.D.
Howse,  crimson silk wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1968, in bag
£100-150
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444
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly

box, oxblood finish, interior fitted brass
plates with forty spring clips and holding a
good selection of 36 fully dressed eyed
salmon flies, mainly medium sized, 1940’s
(see illustration)
£140-180

445
A C. Farlow & Co. black japanned salmon

fly reservoir, cream painted interior with 
six lift-out trays, each fitted nickel silver
spring fly clips and holding a good selection
of 83 fully dressed gut eyed salmon flies 
up to 6/0 in size, cabinet with leather wrap-
around strap and hasp lock, lid interior 
with applied brass trade plaque, circa 1890
(see illustration)
£400-600

446
A Bowness & Bowness tooled leather fly

wallet, interior fitted pouch end pockets
and tool holding panel, parchment fly leaves
and  felt dampers, wallet with wrap-around
strap, scalloped flap and gilt stamped
makers details, ink inscribed “C.S. Hardy,
Chilham Castle, Canterbury” - cousin to the
Hon. A.E. Gathorne-Hardy, author of the
salmon vol. in the Fur, Feather and Fin
series, circa 1880
£140-240

447
A Hardy alloy salmon fly box, interior fitted
nickel silver patent security fly clips and
holding a good selection of  45 fully dressed
salmon flies and a Carter & Co alloy salmon
fly box, interior fitted ivorine plates and
spring clips and holding 39 fully dressed
salmon flies, various patterns including
Pophams et al (2)
£100-150

448
A Hardy black japanned trout fly box,
cream painted interior fitted metal clips 
and holding a selection of trout wet fly
patterns and two Wheatley alloy trout fly
boxes also holding a good collection of
mainly trout wet flies (3)
£80-120

449
A fine Hardy Hercules 2 ½” brass trout

fly reel, ivorine handle on raised winding
plate, bridge foot, triple pillared cage, 
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
early open oval logo, only very light wear 
to original bronze patina, circa 1894 
(see illustration)
£300-400
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450
A fine 19th century leather pot bellied

trout fisher’s creel, the steamed  and
shaped pot bellied creel with  cream painted
interior, brass hasp lock and oval
escutcheon, lipped lid with radiating
geometric sun burst decoration within
running geometric patterned borders, twin
brass hinges and rear belt loop with 
further geometric patterned decoration, 
13” wide (see illustration)
£1500-2000

451
A good Hardy Uniqua 3 3/8” trout fly reel,

spitfire alloy drum with ebonite handle 
and nickel silver telephone drum latch,
ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, reel retains virtually
all the original dark lead finish and is in
excellent over all condition, 1940’s
£150-200

452
A Hardy “J.J.H. Triumph” 2 piece cane

trout fly rod, 8’9”, crimson silk inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1951, in bag
£120-180

453
A good Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane

salmon fly rod, 11’, crimson silk inter-
whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joint,  post 1968, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

454
A rare Victorian treen salmon fisher’s

priest, the black painted priest of
truncheon form, weighted head and gilt
painted Royal Coat of Arms and dated
1839, 9 ¼” long (see illustration)
£200-300

455
An unusual English wicker salmon
fisher’s creel of flared basket form with
strapped leather lid and wooden bar

hinge block, leather shoulder strap, 19”
wide, circa 1880
£90-130

456
A Hardy St John light salmon/trout fly

reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, threes
crew drum latch and rim mounted tension
screw with Mk.II check mechanism, light
wear to lead finish only, 1930’s
£130-180
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457
A J. Gardner, Edinburgh leather tackle

case, the green rexine lined interior fitted
various reel and tackle draws, gilt stamped
makers name to lid interior,  swing carry
handle and twin locks, 1940’s
£90-130

458
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout fly box,

tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted chenille 
bars and holding a small selection of grayling
flies and a wooden sided angler’s pen 
knife with single blade and tortoiseshell 
scale remover (2)
£120-180

459
A modern mahseer fishing outfit

comprising; an ABU Ambassadeur 1000i
Big Game multiplier reel,  black finish, large
counter-balanced single handle, a Ziplex Sea
Raider II carbon up-tide rod, 10’ detachable
handle, in bag and various accessories
including hooks, large spool of Berkely 40lb
big game line contained within a Pittaway
leather Gladstone bag and a MacLean large
landing net with spring balance handle, all in
near new or unused condition (Q)
£100-150

460
A pine miniature chest of drawers, fitted
four drawers each with twin bun handles 
and containing a small selection of various
items including a Victorian treen float tube
with turned decoration holding a Chris Lythe
handmade Avon float and other items
£90-130

461
A Hardy Conway trout fisher’s creel and

bag, leather trim, twin front pouch pockets,
canvas shoulder strap and a quantity of
various other items including; a Hardy Altex
No.3 block leather reel case, an un-named
block leather salmon reel case, a Heaton’s
spring balance a DAM “Vierding” 5 piece
cane combination spinning/sea rod, in bag
and various other items (Q)
£120-160

462
A Graham Phillips “Barbel Trotter” 3 piece

arbon float rod, 12’, black silk wraps, sliding
alloy reel fittings, spigot joints, in bag
£60-90

463
A Hardy Perfect 4 ¼” limited edition left

hand wind salmon fly reel, polished alloy
faceplate with domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw with
Turk’s head locking nut 1912 style
compensating check mechanism, drum
with nickel silver retaining screw and
faceplate stamped central circular logo,
no. 219/250, only very light use and with
additional spare brass foot, block leather
case and card box (see illustration)
£450-650
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464
A Hardy Perfect 4 ¼” limited edition left

hand wind salmon fly reel, polished alloy
faceplate with domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw with
Turk’s head locking nut 1912 style
compensating check mechanism, drum
with nickel silver retaining screw and
faceplate stamped central circular logo,
no. 206/250, only very light use and with
additional spare brass foot, block leather
case and card box (see illustration)
£450-650

465
A LOOP Classic 1013 salmon fly reel, left
hand wind model, black anodised end
plates, serpentine crank handle, perforated
drum, block foot, triple cage pillars and
milled rear spindle mounted tension adjuster,
as new and in original block leather case 
(see illustration)
£200-300

466
A Hardy Angel 11/12 salmon fly reel,

brushed alloy finish, multi-perforated drum
with counter-balanced handle and spring
release latch, large rear spindle mounted
drag adjusting wheel with eight finger 
ports, new/unused condition and in 
original neoprene case
£150-250

467
A LOOP Evotech HD 9/13 salmon fly reel,

left hand wind model, with graphite
anodised finish, multi-perforated large
arboured drum with counter-balanced
handle, rear milled spindle mounted 
tension adjuster, as new condition and in
original  cloth pouch
£200-300

468
A Sage 5600 salmon fly reel, left hand
wind, black anodised model with counter-
balanced rosewood handle, multi-perforated
drum and  real milled spindle tension
adjuster, as new condition, in cloth pouch
£120-180

469
An Orvis VI Vortex VO2 salmon fly reel,
black anodised finish, left hand wind,
counter-balanced handle, multi-perforated
large arbour drum, milled rear spindle
mounted tension adjuster, as new
condition, in original pouch
£150-250
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470
A good Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel,

ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, drum with nickel
silver retaining screw, virtually unused
condition and no wear to grey enamel 
finish, in later Hardy leather case and 
with additional long ribbed brass foot, 1940’s
(see illustration)
£300-400

471
A Hardy Perfect 4 ¼” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted tension screw and MK.II check
mechanism,  nickel silver drum retaining
screw, light wear to dark grey enamel finish
only, fitted short ribbed brass foot to fit
modern rod and sold with original longer
foot, 1940’s (see illustration)
£300-400

472
A Hardy Birmingham 4 ¼” brass salmon
fly reel, domed cow horn handle, bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars (one factory
replaced), fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped open oval logo, 
light wear to finish only, circa 1895
£200-300

473
A Hardy Perfect 3 3/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, 
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo, wear to lead finish from
normal use, 1930’s
£160-240

474
A very large collection of various reel
spare parts, various makers including
Shakespeare, Morritt’s Intrepid, Alcedo,
Mitchell et al, a large quantity of bronze
treble hooks and various other items (Q)
£100-150

475
A fine Hardy “Crown Houghton” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 10’, #7,
gold/green tipped silk wraps, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, reversible butt spear,
lockfast joints, 1968, unused condition and
with plastic wrapper still n handle, in bag
£160-240

476
A good Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece (2
tips) hollow built cane salmon fly rod,
12’6”,  gold/black tipped silk wraps, gold
inter-whippings, anodised sliding screw
grip reel fitting,  studlock joints, 1960, little
used condition, in bag
£200-300
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477
A Hardy “Houghton” 3 piece (2 tips) cane

trout fly rod, 9’6”, green inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, reversible butt
spear, lockfast joints, 1956, very good
condition, in bag and alloy tube
£140-180

478
A good Pezon et Michel “Prime Normale”

2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8’6”,
crimson/green tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, light use only, in bag
and alloy and brass capped tube
£150-250

479
A Hardy “Surestrike Sheffield Style” 3
piece whole cane and greenheart tipped

coarse rod, 10’6” black silk wraps, sliding
brass reel fittings, suction joints, excellent
condition, in bag
£100-150

480
An exceptionally rare Hardy Super Silex
Multiplier  2 5/8” alloy bait casting reel,

shallow cored drum with solid faceplate (no
perforations), spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, ebonite handle on
off-set circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot,
nickel silver rim mounted casting lever, rear
ivorine quadrant weight indicator and milled
rim tension screw, winding plate stamped
make and model details, light wear to finish
only, circa 1932 (see illustration)
£2000-3000

** One of the rarest Hardy bait casting reels
ever to have been offered at auction, this 2
5/8” sized reel, although listed as being
available in the 1932 Angler’s Guide
Supplement, was never to appear again in
future guides, records show only eight
examples as having been produced. The
following year this sized reel was
superseded by a 2 9/16” model, of which
factory records show only a further
fourteen being produced (see Drewett J.:
Hardy Brothers pg. 282) We are unaware
of a similar reel ever having been previously
offered at auction 

481
A scarce Hardy Silex 3 ¼” alloy bait

casting reel, caged narrow drum with twin
ivorine handles, spring release latch and
jewelled raised spindle bearing, brass
bridge foot, cut-away rim section, three rim
mounted casting controls, rear plate
stamped make and model details, a rarely
seen size and in overall very good
condition, circa 1905
£200-300
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482
A Chevalier Bowness & Son 3 ¾” wide

drummed brass salmon winch, domed
ivory handle on straight crank anti-foul winding
arm, block foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear
raised check housing with fixed check
mechanism, faceplate engraved makers
details, reel retains a good bronze patina, 
circa 1875 (see illustration)
£250-350

483
A Hardy Birmingham 2 ½” trout fly reel,

tapered horn handle on raised brass cup,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised two screw
spindle boss and stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and enclosed oval logo, only light wear 
to bronze patina, circa 1895

£160-240

484
A rare Wheatley pigskin salmon fly reservoir,

the rectangular case with hinged lid, carry
handle and white metal hasp lock, interior with
two removable mahogany framed fly boxes
stamped “A” and “B” and with ivorine side
plates and nickel silver spring clips, lid interior
with parchment panel gilt inscribed “Contents”,
8” x 5” x 2 ½”, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£350-550

485
An Allcock Aerial model C815 3 ¾” centre
pin reels, with caged and six spoked drum,
twin composition handles, chromed foot,
rear optional check lever, bar spring check
mechanism, black finish, 1960’s and another
similar (2)
£130-180

486
A helical Twin Super salmon threadline
casting reel, ebonite handle, half bail arm,
alloy spool with brass tension adjuster,
brown finish in original rexine case and a
Helical threadline casting reel, turned ebonite
handle, half bail arm, nickel silver rimmed
spool, in original rexine case (2)
£100-150

487
An ABU Ambassadeur 7000 bait casting
reel, red finish, large counter-balanced T-bar
handle, level-line mechanism, rear sliding
optional check button and another similar
Ambassadeur 7000 reel (2P)
£90-130

488
A pair of ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait
casting reels, each with black finish,
grooved rims, single handle, rear sliding
optional check adjuster, feet stamped
“100800”, light wear only (2)
£80-120
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489
An Abu Ambassadeur 2000 bait casting
reel, red finish, composition rims, twin
handles, rear optional check lever and
spindle tension regulator, early script logo,
another later example of similar design, 
both in black rexine cases and an ABU
Ambassadeur 1750A bait casting reel of
similar design (3)
£120-180

490
A scarce Hardy Bouglé Mk.V Centenary 3
½” trout fly reel, limited edition no. 089/100,
gold anodised finish, wooden handle, multi-
perforated drum and faceplate,  block foot,
triple raised pillars (one nickel silver roller),
nickel silver drum locking screw, rim tension
adjuster and compensating check mechanism,
unused condition and in original fitted teak
case and card box (see illustration)
£250-350

491
A Hardy Viscount L.A. 9/10 salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, brown anodised finish,
two screw drum latch, multi-perforated drum
and cage, milled rear spindle mounted drag
adjuster, new/unused in neoprene pouch
and card box
£100-150

492
Nine various Nottingham centre pin
reels, various designs and sizes from 
4”-3”, all with twin handles and brass
strap back foot (9)
£100-150

493
A Nottingham 4” walnut centre pin reel,
brass backed drum with twin bulbous
horn handles, starback foot with sliding
optional check button and  seven 
various other Nottingham star and 
strap back centre pin reels, various
designs and sizes (8)
£100-150

494
A C. Farlow & Co.  2 ½” brass trout fly
reel, ivory handle, block foot, triple cage
pillars and fixed check mechanism,
backplate engraved makers details and
five various Heaton’s made brass plate
wind trout fly reels of similar design (6)
£140-180

495
A good Chas. Farlow brass 4 ¾”
salmon fly reel, domed ivory handle,
block foot stamped fish logo, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with raised spindle boss and
engraved makers details to rear plate, reel
retains much of the original bronze patina,
circa 1885 and an un-named 4 ½” brass
salmon fly reel of similar design, horn
handle, circa 1890 (2)
£130-180
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496
A 19th Century 2 ½” multiplying brass
winch,  turned bone handle on off-set
crank winding arm, riveted brass foot
(filed), triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, a Victorian 2 ¾” brass crank
winch, ivory handle, curved crank winding
arm, rear raised check housing and a
19th century 2” brass crank winch, bone
handle (3)
£150-250

497
A  Chas Farlow 4 ¼” brass salmon fly
reel,  domed ivory handle,  block foot,
stamped fish logo, quadruple cage pillars
and fixed check mechanism, script
engraved makers details to backplate and
a similar 4” Farlow brass salmon fly reel,
both with polished finish, circa 1885 (2)
£120-180

498
An Allcock 3 ½” brass plate wind
salmon fly reel with multi-perforated
drum and end plates - ex (first) Graham
Turner collection, winding plate with
tapered horn handle and central raised
spindle boss,  block foot stamped Stag
logo, triple cage pillars, no check
mechanism and drum and end plates
profusely drilled with multiple ventilation
holes, reel retains much of the original
bronze patina and is sold with a typed and
signed letter from GT stating that this reel
was an exceptionally rare example of a
previously unseen prototype model of the
04138B Revolving Plate reel offered in the
1880’s, however, it is the opinion of both

the auctioneers and specialist collectors
that the perforations are clearly a later
addition to this reel, GT also states that the
reel could not have had a check
mechanism fitted because of the number
of perforations in the rear plate, there is
clearly, however, a blind rivet in place where
the check spring would have originally
been located, although conjecture remains
as to the validity of GT‘s claims, this reel is
very well documented and remains of
interest from a collecting point of view 
(see illustration)
£300-400

499
An H. Moore 4” brass salmon fly reel,

unusually fitted with twin tapered cow horn
handles, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars
and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
engraved makers details, a Carter & Co, 4
½” brass salmon fly reel, horn handle,
block foot, fixed check and an Enright 3
n½” brass salmon fly reel, horn handle on
slightly raised faceplate, polished finish (3)
£130-180
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500
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche 6/0

direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction with serpentine
counter-balanced crank handle set within an
anti-foul rim, pierced block foot, stamped
model details, quadruple drum pillars (two
double roller), faceplate with unusual cross-
hatched disc sliding optional check button and
rear spindle mounted seven point arrow head
tension adjuster, spindle cap stamped Jan. ‘83
patent details, good over all condition 
and in block leather case, circa 1910 
(see illustration)
£900-1300

501
A Bo Mohlin 3 ¼” wide drummed anti-

reverse sea-trout/light salmon fly reel, left
hand wind model with serpentine counter-
balanced crank winding arm mounted above a
milled tension adjusting wheel, gold anodised
multi-perforated drum, black anodised cage,
bridge foot and stainless steel triple drum
pillars, as new condition (see illustration)
£200-300

502
A Bo Mohlin 3 1/8” wide drummed anti-

reverse sea-trout/trout fly reel, left hand
wind model with serpentine counter-
balanced crank winding arm mounted above
a milled tension adjusting wheel, gold
anodised multi-perforated drum, black
anodised cage, bridge foot and stainless
steel triple drum pillars, as new condition
(see illustration)
£200-300

503
A scarce Bo Mohlin Tarpon 4 1/8” wide

drummed direct drive big game fly reel,
left hand wind model with black anodised
finish, counter-balanced turned wooden
handle, bridge foot, triple stainless steel
drum pillars, multi-perforated drum and
backplate, rear spindle mounted milled
tension adjuster, as new condition (see
illustration)
£300-400
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504
A Bo Mohlin 2 ¾” wide drummed anti-
reverse trout fly reel, left hand wind model
with black anodised finish, counter-balanced
rosewood handle on serpentine crank
winding arm, mounted above a milled
tension adjuster,  bridge foot, triple stainless
steel drum pillars, fixed check, as new
condition (see illustration)
£200-300

505
A scarce Hardy Flyweight silent check
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, silent pressure check
mechanism, nickel silver “U” shaped two
screw line guide, new/unused condition, in
zip case and card box and a Hardy Zenith 3
3/8” wide drummed trout fly reel of similar
design, light wear (2)
£130-180

506
An Arjon “Salar Extra” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 14’, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting with
engraved leaping salmon motif,  suction
joints, two alloy tip tubes, little used
condition, in bag
£90-130

507
A Hardy “No.1 A.H.E. Wood” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 12’, crimson inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, lockfast joints, 
fuly factory restored and with additional
whipping to butt section and plastic wrapper
to handle, 1946, in bag
£90-130

508
A Sharpe’s “Aberdeen” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 15’, #11,
crimson whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting,
with spare blank tip section, light use 
only, in bag
£130-180

509
A Hardy “Halford Knockabout” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, #7, broad crimson
inter-whippings,  alloy screw grip reel fitting,
reversible butt spear, studlock joint, 1961,
light use, in bag
£120-160

510
An extremely rare William Blacker 2 1/8”
nickel silver multiplying winch, turned ivory
handle on off-set curved crank winding arm,
triple cage pillars, riveted brass foot, faceplate
scroll engraved makers detail, some light
overall  marking to finish otherwise good
condition, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£1500-2500
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511
A fine Hardy Perfect 2 ½” wide drummed

trout fly reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, triple
cage pillars, strapped rim tension screw and
1906 calliper spring check mechanism,
drum with two bands of large and small
ventilation holes and nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, reel retains all the dark lead finish, 
circa 1906 (see illustration)
£900-1300

512
A rare Allcock trade display case of

twenty five various baits, the red rexine
rectangular case opening to reveal a single
sided display of twenty five various “Allcock’s
Famous Baits” including a 5” wagtail
phantom, Kilko spinner mounts, various
model 7377 wooden plug baits, Herring
Brits, mackerel/sea spinners, artificial worm,
cut metal bait and propeller head fly, lid
interior with applied green/cream paper trade
label, case with double clip hasps, 18 ½” x
10 ½” x  3” overall, 1940’s  (see illustration)
£500-800

513
Six various English baits;  an early Allcock
2” Clipper bait, a 2 ¼” Geens open spiral
minnow, A Welch style split tail spinner, a
curved metal fish bait and two Allcock
Canadian bar spoons with amber/black spot
eyes and scale decoration (6)
£180-260

514
A scarce black japanned salmon fly box
and fitted leather case, the rectangular fly
box with cream painted interior and fitted
twin swing leaves, nickel silver spring clips
and holding a selection of fifty fully dressed
and hair-wing salmon irons, contained in  a
pigskin case with green baize lined interior
and white metal hasp lock, circa 1900 
(see illustration)
£300-400 

515
A rare Hardy Perfect 3 7/8” trout/light
salmon fly reel, ivorine handle, pierced
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw and
early calliper spring check mechanism, drum
with brass locking screw and faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
straight line logo, block engraved previous
owners initials “R.S.”, circa 1900
£400-600
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516
A Hardy “Smuggler De-Luxe” 7 piece

carbon travelling fly rod, 8’2 ½”, #6,
crimson/scarlet tipped wraps, sliding
anodised reel fitting, no bag, in leather carry
tube, a Hardy Golden Prince 5/6 trout fly reel
and spare spool, ebonite handle, two screw
latch, rear tension adjuster and a small
quantity of other reels, various flies, Hunter
boots, suede boot bag et al (Q)
£180-260

517
A scarce British Carp Study Group carp

landing net, ash armed “V” shaped net with
large wooden spacer and mounted onto a
72” alloy handle with camouflage painted
decoration, made circa 1972/3 for BCSG
members only, there were less than 100 of
these nets produced, net head in cloth bag
£100-150

518
A good B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV”

2 piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, “onion” cork
handle, suction joint  and London transfer
label, in bag
£130-180

519
A scarce Mitchell 350 5/1 fixed spool reel,
first high speed model released in Europe and
US (c.1957), full bail arm, rear optional check
lever, a Mitchell 410 High Speed fixed spool
reel, an Ambidex threadline reel and spare
spool and a Far strike “Gerry Savage S/U
Carp” 2 piece glass fibre carp rod, in bag (4)
£80-120

520
A scarce Hardy Longstone Ebona 5 1/8”
ebonite sea centre pin reel, twin tapered
horn handles, central milled nickel silver
drum tension nut, brass Bickerdyke 
line guide, nickel silvered starback foot
stamped open oval logo, backplate stamped
model details, made 1904-1916 only 
(see illustration)
£400-600

521
A 19th Century Farlow 4” Phantom
Minnow on original trade card,
green/yellow painted decoration, sold with
the original Farlow wrapper and Cummins
purchase receipt dated April 21st 1885
£70-100

522
A collection of trout flies many tied by the
late Donald Downs and contained within
two wooden boxes, two Wheatley alloy
trout fly boxes and four further plastic fly
boxes, including nymphs, dry, wet and still-
water patterns (Q)
£80-120
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523
A Warner’s of Redditch 2 piece

greenheart trout fly rod, 10', stitched
leather fore-grip and patented brass sliding
reel seat, fish and crossed spears logo to
butt and reel fitting, a Playfair Grants
Vibration 3 piece (2 tips) spliced 14’
greenheart salmon fly rod, brass fitting,
spare tip short and a Hardy 3 piece (2 tips)
whole cane and greenheart dapping rod, 
in bags (3)
£130-180

524
A Hardy Marquis #6 trout fly reel and two

spare spools, ebonite handle, two screw
latch, rear tension adjuster, used condition
and a quantity of various other fishing tackle
including a Nottingham 5 ½” centre pin reel,
various other fly and centre pin reels, a
canvas fishing bag, seven various fibre
glass, cane, steel rods and other items (Q)
£90-130

525
A pair of Hardy Jim Vincent 5 ¼” Broads

spoons, each with incised scale
decoration on one side and red painted 
bar to verso, rear flying treble, both in
unused condition 9”)
£90-130

526
An Allcock Flat Metal bait, the 5” fish
shaped lure with rear treble hook and two
further side mounts for flying trebles and a
6” Superior Swallow Tail bait on makers
card, lacking tips  (see illustration)
£150-250

527
A scarce A. R. Timson turntable

tournament casting reel, 3 ½” diameter
brass faced winding plate with composition
handle and raised spindle boss, swivelling
brass foot with spring pressure locking stud,
large alloy cylindrical drum with brass wing
locking nut, patented 1923 (see illustration)
£150-250

528
A pair of Marquis No.2 Salmon fly reels,
each with ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch, ribbed brass foot, rear tension adjuster
and  with Hardy DT 10 F and F/S lines, 
little used condition and in zip cases (2)
£130-180

529
A pair of Marquis No.1 salmon fly reels

and spare spool, each with ebonite handle,
alloy foot, two screw drum latch and rear
tension adjuster, all in little used condition
and with Hardy DT 109 F/S/F-S lines, in 
zip cases (2)
£130-180
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530
A fine Richard Carter Aerial Gem 4”
centre pin trotting reel, caged and  six
spoked drum with twin composition
handles, black anodised finish, ribbed
brass stancheon foot, rear optional check
button and bar spring check mechanism,
interior backplate number 28 and dated
Sept. ‘94, new/unused condition, in original
card box (see illustration)
£300-400

531
A Dave Swallow 4 ½” alloy narrow
drummed centre pin trotting reel, shallow
cored drum with twin composition handles,
brass foot, rim mounted optional check
lever, rear knurled brass spindle locking
nut, as new condition
£130-180

532
An Okuma Sheffield S-1002 narrow
drummed 4 ½” centre pin trotting reel,
graphite anodised finish, multi-perforated,
shallow cored rum with twin rosewood
handles and central milled tension adjuster,
stancheon foot, rear optional check button,
new/unused condition
£100-150

533
A W.R. Speedia 4” centre pin reel, caged
drum with  twin xylonite handles, twin rim
mounted optional check and tension controls,
a Mitchell 810 fixed spool reel and an 
ABU Suverän S1000M fixed spool reel and
spare spool, in box (3)
£80-120

534
An Edward Barder “Chris Yates” English
wicker trout fisher’s creel of demi-lune

form, hinged lid with leather locking strap,
canvas shoulder strap, as new condition
£100-150

535
An fine Edward Barder “Wallis Wizard” 3

piece built cane float rod, 11’, crimson 
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings, 1991,
suction joints, light use only, in bag
£400-600

536
A fine Andrew Davis “Barbel Marauder” 2

piece cane coarse rod, 11’, brown silk
wraps, detachable cork handle with sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joints, as new
condition, in bag
£240-320

537
A Chapman 500 2 piece cane Avon rod,

10’, green silk wraps, detachable cork handle
with sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joints, 
little used condition, in bag
£140-180

538
An Ian Tucker built Harrison “Torrix Avon” 2

piece carbon Avon rod, 11’, 1 ¼ t/c, sliding
alloy reel fittings, little used condition, in bag
£100-150
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539
A Lamson Litespeed 4 ½” salmon fly reel

and spare spool, grey anodised finish, large
arboured drum with multi-perforated side
plates and composition Handle, rear spindle
mounted tension adjuster, light use only
£120-180

540
A Lamson Litespeed 4 ½” salmon fly reel

and spare spool, grey anodised finish, large
arboured drum with multi-perforated side
plates and composition Handle, rear spindle
mounted tension adjuster, light use only
£120-180

541
A Sage 3600D large arbour salmon fly reel,

graphite anodised finish, counter-balanced
wooden handle, milled drum locking nut and
rear spindle mounted tension regulator, light
use only
£120-180

542
A Tibor Gulfstream 4 ½” salmon/saltwater

fly reel, black anodised finish, counter-
balanced handle, rear spindle mounted
tension adjuster, light wear only
£100-150

543
A Loomis GLX 3 piece carbon salmon fly

rod, 15’, #10/11, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, light use, in bag
£100-150

544
A good Loomis “GLX-Distance” 3 piece

carbon salmon fly rod, 14’6”, #10/11, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, black silk wraps, little
used condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£150-250

545
A Sage “Graphite IV 8124-3” 3 piece

carbon salmon fly rod, 12’4”, #8, brown
silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, only
very light use, in bag and alloy tube
£120-180

546
A Fenwick 3 piece carbon spinning rod,
7’, screw grip reel fitting, in plastic travel
tube and three various folding shooting
sticks with leather seats and alloy shafts (4)
£70-100

547
A rare Hardy Improved Ocean 6” variant

sea centre pin reel, alloy backed drum
with dished and ventilated mahogany front
plate, twin tapered horn handles and brass
telephone drum release latch, unusually the
drum is fully cored (usually the six large
ventilation ports extended across the drum
arbour), Bickerdyke line guide, rim
mounted Silex action check lever, brass
starback foot stamped makers details,
made 1900-01 only (see illustration)
£700-1000 
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548
A scarce Haywood brass multiplying
winch, turned bone handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm with domed brass screw,
rim mounted drum locking lever, triple cage
pillars, riveted block foot pierced to take
leather pad, faceplate stamped makers
details, very good overall condition, circa
1850 (see illustration)
£240-340

549
A Hardy Multum-in-Parvo japanned lure
case, cream painted interior fitted various
clip holders and trace compartments,
applied nickel silver oval trade plaque to lid,
a  Hardy japanned cast case and a japanned
dry fly box, fitted  twelve compartments and
celluloid lids (3)
£80-120

550
A very rare Hardy Birmingham 2 ½” nickel
silvered trout fly reel, domed horn handle,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, winding plate with central 
raised two screw spindle boss, stamped
Rod in Hand trade mark and enclosed oval
logo, very goods overall condition and a 
very rarely seen variant of the standard
bronzed brass Birmingham model, circa
1895 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

551
A Shimano Tiagra 80W two-speed big
game multiplier reel, gold anodised finish,
large T-bar handle, lever drag, rim harness 
lugs and a Penn International LD 130, IGFA
130lbs class carbon big game rod, 7’4”, 
roller guides, light use only (2)
£200-300

552
A Shakespeare Albacore 80 2S two-speed
big game multiplier reel, gold anodised finish,
T-bar crank handle, lever drag and a Penn
International  V80, IGFA 80lbs class carbon big
game rod, 7’, roller guides, light use only (2)
£150-250

553
A Penn International II 80 STW two-speed
big game multiplier reel, gold anodised finish,
large T-bar crank handle, lever drag, twin
harness lugs and a Penn International LD50,
IGFA 50lbs class carbon big game rod, 7’,
roller guides, light use only (2)
£200-300

554
A Penn Senator 12/0 big game multiplier
reel, black composition end plates, chrome
fittings, T-bar crank handle above a capstan
star drab and a Penn International LD80, IGFA
80lbs class carbon big game rod, roller guides,
only light use (2)
£150-250
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555
A Penn International V 50VSW two-
speed big game multiplier reel, gold
anodised finish, large T-bar crank handle,
lever drag, single harness lugs and a Penn
“Special Senator II” big game rod, 6’6”, 
9/0 line 50/80lbs class, roller guides, 
light use only (2)
£180-260

556
A Shakespeare Sigma 2960-900 big game
multiplier reel, alloy T-bar crank handle
mounted above a capstan star drag, rim
drum release lever, twin harness lugs and a
Penn International V V50, IGFA 50lbs class
carbon big game rod, 7’, roller guides (2)
£130-180

557
A Penn International LD50, IGFA 50lbs
class carbon big game rod, 7’, roller guides
and four further carbon boat/up-tide rods by
various makers including a Penn Tidecutter,
Shakespeare Firebird Uptide et al (5)
£100-150 

558
A pair of Jarvis Walker “Devil Stix” 3 piece
carbon beach casting rods, 13’, agatine
lined eyes, screw grip reel fitting and five
various other beach/pier rods in carbon and
fibreglass, various makes and models,
contained in a Navigator nylon rod holdall (8)
£80-120

559
A Shimano Biomaster XT fixed spool reel,
T-bar folding handle, spool mounted tension
adjuster, a Shimano Aerlex 8000 fixed spool
reel and a Daiwa Entoh Tournament 5500
fixed spool reel, wooden T-bar handle (3)
£120-180

559a
A Jarvis Walker GX 7000 fixed spool
beach casting reel, another model 700S
beach casting fixed spool reel, two
Shakespeare Contender fixed spool beach
castting reels  and four various other fixed
spool beach casting/spinning reels various (8)
£100-150

560
A 19th Century brass 4” salmon winch,
bone handle on curved crank winding arm,
block foot, quadruple cage pillars and fixed
check mechanism and a 19th Century
brass 4 ½” salmon winch,  waisted crank
handle,  bridge foot, , quadruple cage
pillars, no check, polished finish (2)
£100-150

561
A Moscrop 4” brass salmon fly reel,
domed horn handle, caged drum, raised
thumb screw tension adjuster, polished
finish, a Farlow brass 4” salmon fly reel,
replacement handle, block foot, stamped
fish logo and two further brass plate 
wind salmon fly reels (4)
£130-180

562
A 19th Century 3” brass crank wind trout
winch, domed bone handle on curved
winding arm, block foot,  triple cage pillars,
circa 1870 and four further small brass
crank wind trout fly reels, various makes
and styles (5)
£150-200
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563
A pair of Allcock Match Aerial 4 n½”
alloy trotting reels, both with caged and
spoked drum, twin handles, black finish,
rear tension adjuster, near new condition
and in original card boxes, 1960’s (2)
£150-250

564
An Allcock Aerial Popular 4” centre pin
reel,  caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass foot, white metal
line guide and rear sliding brass optional
check lever with bar spring check
mechanism, backplate stamped Stag logo,
1940’s
£120-180

565
An Allcock Aerial Popular 4” centre pin
reel,  caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
optional check lever with bar spring check
mechanism, backplate stamped Stag logo
and a similar reel, foot filed, 1940’s (2)
£160-240

566
An Alcedo Jupiter 2 C/S fixed spool reel,
blue finish, applied perch kingfisher trade
mark, in original card box with spare spool
and  nine further fixed spool reels, various
makers including; Intrepid, Shakespeare et
al, in original card boxes (10)
£100-150

567
An ABU Cardinal 755 fixed spool reel,
rear tension adjuster, folding handle, in box,
various other boxed fixed spool reels by
Morritt, Sealey et al and four various ice
fishing outfits, one box (12)
£100-150

568
A scarce Mitchell 300 Century fixed spool
reel, silver finish, optional check lever, some
wear to finish, a pair of Mitchell 440A Match
fixed spool reels, blue finish, two Mitchell 
810 Hi-Speed fixed spool reels, black finish
and a black finish Mitchell 440A Match (6)
£120-180

569
An Allcock Felton Crosswind fixed spool
reel, black/grey finish, oscillating drum,
boxed, a boxed Bache Brown Mastereel
threadline reel, an Omni threadline 
reel, boxed and two further Omni 
threadline reels (5)
£100-150

570
A fine Giorgio Dallari 2 7/8” briar wood
trout dry fly reel, constructed from a single
piece of briar with turned faceplate, tapered
handle, one piece cage, central knurled
tension adjuster and brass foot, in original
fitted leather case
£120-160

571
A silver angler’s knife, fitted four Rodgers,
Sheffield stainless steel tools, one side 
plate with applied fish motif and one 
with large London hallmarks and 
maker’s stamp “CCP” to verso panel, as 
new condition
£120-180

572
A Mitchell 300 third model fixed spool reel
in fitted leather case, half bail arm, turned
metal folding handle, “L” shaped optional
check lever, spare spool, unused condition
and in fitted block leather case, circa 1949
£90-130
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573
An Allcock brass Waterwitch 1 ¾” bait,
constructed of five twin vane beads and rear
flying treble, a Hardy 1” Fly Minnow bait, a
Hardy Greenwell spoon, a Hardy Keel-Head
devon minnow and a 3 ¼” jig bait (5)
£80-120

574
Three interesting Leman style perspex
minnow baits, one with blue tinted side
panels, a bullet shaped model with copper
pins and a nickel silver sided example and 
a red Perspex minnow bait (4)
£70-100

575
A Decker style American wooden 3 ½”
plug bait, yellow/gold spot painted
decoration, revolving propeller vanes, rear
treble and two side mounted flying trebles
and a small collection of eight other plugs,
minnow and devon baits (9)
£70-100

576
An Allcock Easicast 4” alloy bait casting
reel, twin xylonite handles, brass foot, twin rim
mounted casting controls and rear optional
check lever, a Hardy pigskin trout fly wallet,
holding a small selection of various casts and
flies, a brass 2 ¼  crank winch converted to 
a tape measure and a small collection of
Player’s cigarette cards of fishes (Q)
£80-120 

577
A fine Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8’, #6, black/green
tipped silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel
fitting, suction joints, 1975, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

578
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout

fly rod, 9’, #5, crimson inter-whipped, 
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joint,
1965, in bag
£130-180

579
A Grey’s Pilgrim #5/6 trout fly reel and two

spare spools, grey enamel finish, ebonite
handle, rear milled tension adjuster, unused
condition, a Leeda Profile #7/8 trout fly 
reel and two spare spools, a Glider DTF-7 fly
line and two un-named trout fly lines, DT-6
and Dt-5, unused
£60-90

580
A rare Hardy XLM Jock Scott tournament

multiplying bait casting reel, the 3.5:1 
ratio reel with duralumin frame, twin off-set
tapered ebonite handles on “S” scroll 
crank arm, rim mounted nickel silver 
drum release lever, wooden arbour and rear
plate with raised and knurled nickel silver
central tension nut, stamped make and
model details, excellent overall condition,
1950’s (see illustration)
£1300-1800
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581
A scarce Hardy Perfect 2 7/8” trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light
wear from normal use only, circa 1930
£250-350

582
A Hardy Birmingham 2 ¼” brass trout fly
reel, tapered horn handle, bridge foot,
triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped open oval
logo, circa 1893
£200-300

583
A scarce Hardy Self-Cocking Casting
Float, the tapered conical sliding cork float
with red painted upper band and weighted
brass base, un-named, 2 ¾” long, circa
1940
£80-120

584
A rare Thos. Aldred 4” brass narrow
drummed folding handle salmon winch,
turned ivory handle on waisted straight
crank winding arm with domed iron
retaining screw and spring locking 
button, rim cut-away handle recess,
riveted block foot,  quadruple cage pillars,
rear raised check housing and fixed 
check mechanism, faceplate scroll
engraved makers name and 126 
Oxford St., London address details, very
good overall condition and a very rarely
narrow drummed model, circa 1870 
(see illustration)
£1200-1600

585
A scarce Hardy Uniqua 3 5/8” trout fly reel
with black painted “war-time” finish cage,
ebonite handle,  ribbed brass foot,  nickel
silver telephone drum latch, rim mounted
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear from normal use only, 1940’s
£130-180

586
A Hardy Sunbeam 3 ¼” trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and
nickel silver horseshoe drum latch, brass
foot, Bickerdyke line guide and fixed Mk.I
check mechanism, light wear from normal
use only, 1920’s
£100-150

587
A good Hardy “J.J.H. Triumph” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8’9”, crimson/scarlet
tipped whippings, crimson inter-whips,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1957,
little used condition, in bag
£150-250

588
A fine Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 10’, #7, black/scarlet tipped
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting and suction
joint, 1966, near new condition, in bag
£160-220
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589
A scarce Hardy “Fairy” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, green silk inter-
whipped, wooden reel seat with sliding
nickel silver fitting, suction joints, 1910,
fully restored and in fine overall condition,
in bag
£140-180

590
A good Pezon et Michel “Sterling
Normale” 2 piece cane trout fly rod,
9’6”, gold/black tipped wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, as new
condition, in bag
£140-180

591
A System Two 3 ¾” salmon fly reel,
black finish, counter-balanced handle, rear
check adjuster and a Sage GFL-9140-3”
Graphite III 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod,
14’, #9,  alloy screw grip reel fitting, light
use only, in bag and alloy tube (2)
£140-180

592
A System Two 89  light salmon fly reel,
black finish. counter-balanced handle, rear
check adjuster and a Sage “1090-3 RPLX”
Graphite III 3 piece carbon fly rod, 9’, #10,
black anodised screw grip reel fitting, light
use only, in bag and alloy tube (2)
£140-180

593
A System Two 78 trout fly reel and spare
spool, black finish, counter-balanced
handle, rear check adjuster and a Hardy
“Graphite De-Luxe” 2 piece carbon trout
fly rod, 9’, #6/7, crimson/scarlet tipped
whippings, screw grip reel fitting, in bag (2)
£120-160

594
A good Hardy “Smuggler De-Luxe” 7
piece carbon travelling fly rod and

leather case, 8’2 ½”, #6, scarlet/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, anodised sliding reel
fitting, spigot joints, light use only, in bag
and leather carry tube
£180-240

595
A good Hardy “Smuggler De-Luxe” 7
piece carbon travelling fly rod and

leather case, 9‘ 5”, #7, scarlet/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, anodised sliding reel
fitting, spigot joints, light use only, in bag
£150-200

596
A superb Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece

cane trout fly rod, 8’, #6, scarlet/green
tipped silk wraps,  alloy screw grip reel
fitting, suction joint, plastic wrapper still
on handle and unused since being
purchased from Hardy’s in 1974, in bag
£400-600

597
A Sage “590-4 RPL+” Graphite III 4

piece carbon trout fly rod, 9’, #5,
rosewood reel seat and nickel silver screw
grip fitting, light use only, in bag and 
alloy tube
£100-150

598
A Sage “GFL 486 RPL” Graphite III 2

piece carbon trout fly rod, 8’6”, #4,
wooden reel seat, screw grip reel fitting,
in bag and alloy tube, an Abeile
Automatique clockwork trout fly reel and
a Maruba 3 piece cane salmon rod, 
12’, in bag (3)
£90-130
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599
A good Hardy Birmingham brass and

ebonite 3 ½” salmon fly reel, domed cow
horn handle, twin German silver rims, bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised two screw
spindle boss and stamped enclosed oval
logo, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£250-350

600
A fine and rare Hardy Filey 4 ½” sea

centre pin reel, solid alloy drum with twin
reverse tapered ebonite handles on nickel
silver cups, central milled brass tension
regulating nut, phosphor bronze spindle
bearings, brass stancheon foot, front drum
plate and foot stancheon stamped makers
details, excellent overall condition, circa 1930
(see illustration)
£400-600

601
A fine and rare Hardy Eureka 3 ½” early

model centre pin trotting reel, shallow
cored drum with multi-perforated front
flange, twin ivorine handles and nickel silver
telephone drum latch, cut-away rim section
for finger braking, brass foot, rim mounted
optional check lever, rear plate stamped
makers details, very good overall condition,
circa 1915 (see illustration)
£400-600

602
A good Hardy Nottingham 4” walnut

centre pin reel, twin horn handles, brass
telephone drum latch, brass Bickerdyke line
guide, starback foot with  sliding optional
check button and calliper spring check
mechanism, foot stancheon stamped
makers name, very good example, circa
1905 (see illustration)
£200-300
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603
A Peek & Son 4 ½” alloy centa-brake
salmon fly reel, horn handle, brass foot,
patent spindle tension nut, leather case
(a.f.), an ABU Ambassadeur 6000 bait
casting reel, red finish, grooved rims, a
Mitchell 410a fixed spool reel and a 
small quantity of various other tackle
including flies, devon minnows, L.L. Bean
waistcoat et al (Q)
£80-120

604
A Hardy “Salmon Fly” 3 piece glass fibre
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #9,  green/scarlet
tipped wraps and alloy screw grip reel
fitting, a Hardy graphite 2 piece sea-trout
rod, 10’, #9/10 and a Bruce & Walker
“Walker Salmon” 3 piece carbon salmon fly
rod, 15’, #10/12, in bags (3)
£80-120

605
A Mitre Hardy “Coachman Trout Fly” 3
piece cane trout fly rod, 8’6”, #5,  green
inter-whipped, screw grip reel fitting, tip short
and a CSH-S 2 piece cane brook trout rod,
7’, #5/6, black whipped, in bags (2)
£60-90

606
A collection of  seven various rods
including a greenheart Grants Vibration
salmon fly rod, 14’, an Allcock glass fibre
beach casting rod et al (7)
£70-100

607
A Hardy Perfect 2 7/8” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
only light wear to lead finish, 1930’s
£250-350

608
A good Allcock Aerial model 5101-T1 4

½” centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles and ebonite
flanges, front flange stamped “patent”, B.P.
line guide, brass stancheon foot and rear
sliding check adjuster with calliper spring
check mechanism, light use only, circa 1910
(see illustration)
£500-800

609
A rare Percy Wadham Cowes 4 ½”

casting reel, ebonite drum with twin ivorine
handles, perforated front flange and central
milled brass tension adjuster,  brass annular
cage with bridge foot, rim mounted ivorine
handled optional check button, rear plate
with three cut-away finger braking ports and
raised check tension adjuster, stamped
maker’s name, good overall condition, circa
1925 (see illustration)
£500-800
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610
A rare C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. oak salmon fly

reservoir, interior fitted six lift-out trays each
with bars of spring metal clips and holding a
good selection of approximately 230 small
(mainly double) salmon and sea-trout flies, lid
interior with applied rectangular ivorine trade
plate, circa 190 (see illustration)
£900-1300

611
A very rare Hardy 3 ½” Combined

Fly/Spinning reel, unusual example with
factory fitted red agate line guide mounted on
nickel silver twin stancheon pillar bracket,
lipped drum with twin domed ivorine handles
and central brass retaining screw, brass
annular line guide, bridge foot and rear sliding
optional check button and milled brass
spindle mounted  tension adjuster, backplate
stamped  Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, only very light wear to
finish, circa 1997 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

612
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel,

ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rear
tension  adjuster, light use only, in zip case
and a Hardy “Sovereign” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 14’6”, #9, crimson/scarlet
tipped wraps, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, light use, in bag (2)
£140-180

613
A Scientific Angler 1011 salmon fly reel,

black finish, rear tension adjuster and a 
Daiwa “Whisker Mk.II” 3 piece carbon salmon
fly rod, 12’, #7/9, in bag (2)
£80-120

614
A Hardy Marquis  Disc 6 trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw latch, rear tension
adjuster, a Ron Thompson 7/8 High Speed trout
fly reel and four further various trout fly reels (6)
£80-120

615
A Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips)

cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, 1928,
with bag and alloy tip tube
£70-100

616
A Hardy Neroda bakelite waistcoat

pocket dry fly box, oxblood finish, interior
fitted six compartments below three celluloid
sliding lids, a Hardy Album cast case, four
various leather trout fly and cast wallets and
two metal cast cases (8)
£120-160
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617
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.IIII fixed spool reel,

folding left hand wind ebonite handle, full bail
arm, ebonite spool,  in original block rexine
case, good condition and a Hardy Hardex
No.1 Mk.I threadline casting reel, turned
ebonite handle, chromed spool housing,
some wear to finish (2)
£120-180

618
A Hardy Husky 3 ¼” silent check trout fly

reel, ebonite handle, two screw drum latch,
ribbed brass foot, rear tension adjuster 
and nickel silver  “U” line guide and a Hardy
Zenith 3 3/8” wide drummed fly reel, similar
design with counter-balanced handle and 
rim tension adjuster, both in as new condition,
in zip cases and card boxes (2)
£130-180

619
A Hardy Princess 3 ½” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw and nickel silver 
“U” shaped line guide, as new, in zip case 
and card box 
£70-100

620
A rare ABU Ambassadeur 6000 black finish

bait casting reel, grooved rims, counter-
balanced handle, grey spool, no foot number,
in original leather case  with accessories and
oil bottle, circa 1960 (see illustration)
£400-600

621
A Record Sport 2100 bait casting reel,

bronzed rims, twin black handles,
magnesium spool, rim mounted drum
release lever, with spare spool and
accessories
£90-130

622
An Allcock Aerial Match 4 ½” narrow

drum centre pin reel, caged and spoked
drum, twin handles, rear optional check lever,
as new , in box and three further boxed 
fly reels; a Sharpe’s Gordon 4” salmon reel;
an Aquarex 400 salmon fly reel and a
Young’s Beaudex (4)
£130-180

623
A Farlow  3 ¼” brass plate wind trout/light

salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
pierced block foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
holdfast logo, in Farlow block leather 
case, circa 1910
£90-130

624
A 19th Century brass winch, bone handle
on curved crank winding arm with domed
locking screw, sliding drum locking pin,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, polished finish,
circa 1840
£90-130
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625
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T6 4”

centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin xylonite handles and perforated
front flange (eight holes), brass foot, 
rear sliding optional check button and 
bar spring check mechanism, rear plate
stamped  circular trade mark, circa 1920
(see illustration)
£300-500

626
A Walsh, Dundee 4” Perth style salmon fly

reel, domed rosewood handle on brass
winding plate, bridge foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, face
stamped makers name and engraved
retailer’s details (Eaton &Deller0< circa 1895

£160-240

627
A Malloch 4” alloy side casting reel,
domed cow horn handle, swivelling brass
foot with integral line guide and horn handled
Gibbs patent release lever, rim mounted
optional check lever, reversible drum,
stamped oval logo, excellent overall
condition, 1920’s
£70-100

628
A P. Sherriff, Glasgow 4 ½” Perth style

salmon fly reel, domed rosewood handle,
bridge foot, quadruple turned drum pillars,
fixed check mechanism,  brass winding plate
with raised two screw spindle boss and
stamped makers details, hairline crack to
front flange and backplate, circa 1890
£160-240

629
A Slater Pioneer 4” combination reel,
alloy backed ebonite drum with twin horn
handles and three screw brass release
latch, annular line guide, German silver rear
rim, starback foot with sliding optional
check button, circa 1900 and two
Nottingham wooden centre pin reels: an
Allcock’s 3 ½” and Heaton’s 3” (3)
£120-160

630
An ABU Ambassadeur 10000CA multiplier

reel, black finish, large T-bar crank handle,
rear optional check button and a similar
Ambassadeur 10000C multiplier reel, both 
in good overall condition 2
£90-130

631
An ABU Ambassadeur 12 big game reel,

IGFA 12lbs class, silver finish, crank 
handle, in rexine case and an Ambassadeur
8000C two-speed multiplier reel, both 
with light wear only (2)
£100-150
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632
Seven various ABU-Matic closed

faced reels;  models 290, 270, 145,
110, 150 and two 170’s, all with only 
light use (7)
£100-150

633
Seven various ABU closed faced reels;

models four 501’s, two 505’s and a 
506, light use only (7)
£100-150

634
Ten Various K.P. Morritt’s Intrepid fixed

spool reels,; models three New De-
Luxe, two Rola, three Elite, a De-Luxe
and an Extra, light wear only (10)
£130-180

635
Seven various Mitchell fixed spool

reels; models 9600, 333, 840, 410a,
301, 324 and 300, mainly light use 
only (7)
£100-150

636
A Grice & Young Avon Royal Supreme

III centre pin reel, brown finish, twin
handles, rear optional check lever,
boxed, two similar black finish models,
one boxed  a two Paramount 4 ½” sea
centre pin reels, one boxed, an Orlando
Supremne sea side casting reel, boxed
and a Seajecta 6 De-Luxe sea centre pin
reel, boxed and two Allcock Aerialite
bakelite centre pin reels, boxed (9)
£130-230

637
Ten various pressed brass trout fly
reels, various models, makes and styles,
all with crank wind handles, some with
optional check buttons (10)
£80-120

638
A Jeffrey & Son 2 ½” brass plate wind
trout fly reel, horn handle, fixed check
and twelve further small brass plate 
wind trout fly reels, various makers
including A&N, Holbrow et al, some
requiring repair (13)
£100-150

639
Two Gamage & Co. 2 ¼” brass crank
wind reels, triple cage pillars, block foot,
fixed check and eight further small un-
named brass crank wind trout fly reels,
various makers (10)
£120-160

640
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000 bait casting
reel, grooved rims, red finish, single handle
and two similar Ambassadeur 6000 reels
in rexine and leather cases (3)
£100-150

641
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait
casting reel, black finish, chamfered rims,
single handle, optional check button and
two further Ambassadeur reels; a 5001c
left hand wind model and a 5000, red
finish, all with light use only (3)
£120-180
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642
An ABU Ambassadeur 6500 C3 CT Sports
Rocket MK.II  bait casting reel, silver finish,
grooved rims, counter- balanced crank
handle, optional check button and an
Ambassadeur 6500 C3 bait casting reel,
silver finish, double power grip handles, both
unused and in original card boxes (2)
£100-150

643
An ABU Ambassadeur 6500 C3 CT Elite
bait casting reel, blue finish, grooved rims,
T-bar crank handle, optional check lever and
an Ambassadeur 6500 CL Big Game
Collection reel, black finish, double handles,
optional check, as new condition, in original
card boxes (2)
£100-150

644
A good Hardy Silex 4” alloy bait casting
reel,  caged drum with twin ivorine handles
on alloy cross-bar and spring release latch,
cut-away rim section, brass foot, rim
mounted brass casting trigger, rear plate
stamped model details and block engraved
previous owners initials, only very light wear
to finish, circa 1898 (see illustration)
£180-260

645
A good Hardy Eureka 3 ½” alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, multi-perforated front flange,
slotted core and nickel silver telephone
drum latch, ribbed alloy foot, rim mounted
optional check lever, backplate stamped
make and model details, light wear only,
1930’s (see illustration)
£200-300

** End of Sale **
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BIDDING SLIP

Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Home telephone: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fax: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Lot No         Description                                                   Bid £

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

I have read and understood the Terms and Conditions of Sale

Signed: ___________________________________ Date:_____________________________

Angling Auctions
30 Basepoint, Premier Way
Abbey Park, Romsey
Hants, SO51 9AQ

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

✃
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Commission Bids - Terms and Conditions

1.
Commission bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves allow, and are carried
out free of charge.

2.
All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Notice and Conditions of Sale printed in the catalogue.

3.
A maximum bid (exc. Premium and V.A.T.) should be indicated over “Buy” or unlimited bids will not
be accepted.

4.
In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5.
Commission bids left by telephone should be confirmed by fax or in writing.

6.
All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer’s risk, and neither the Auctioneers, their agents or
staff will be responsible for any errors in the execution of bids howsoever caused.

7.
Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and giving instructions
for payment and collection of goods.
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“Destined to become a chalk stream classic…..”
Neil Freeman, Classic Angling Magazine

To order signed copies contact Donny Donovan:
Tel: +44 (0) 7955 477065

Email: donnydonovan@sky.com
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9,West Lane • North Baddesley, Southampton • Hants.  SO52 9GB
Tel: 02380 736208 • E-mail: contact@perfection-angling.co.uk  Web: www.perfection-angling.co.uk

� 4 ½ “ or 4 ¼  “ reel sizes

� 18 line lays

� 12 spoke true pin

� traditional calliper check

� 3 handles

� black anodised

Full details on our web site at: www.perfection-angling.co.uk

Perfection-Angling

The New Avon Perfection Centre Pin Reel
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